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Abstract
Mobility prediction is defined as guessing the next access point(s) a mobile termi-
nal will join so as to connect to a (wired or wireless) network. Knowing in advance
where a terminal is heading for allows taking proactive measures so as to mitigate
the impact of handovers and, hence, improve the network QoS. This thesis analyzes
this topic from different points of view. It is divided into three parts.
The first part evaluates the feasibility of mobility prediction in a real environ-
ment. It thus analyzes a mobility trace captured from a real network to measure
the intrinsic entropy of the nodes motion and to measure the effectiveness of a
simple prediction method.
The second part investigates how to perform mobility prediction. Firstly, it
examines a generic prediction scheme based on a simple machine learning method;
this scheme is evaluated under various conditions. Secondly, it shows how the pieces
of information that are most useful for the prediction algorithm can be obtained.
The third part studies how knowing the probable next access point of a mobile
terminal allows one to improve the QoS of the network considered. We deal with
two situations. We first show how the handover blocking rate of a cellular network
can be decreased thanks to resource reservation. We then propose a new routing
protocol for delay tolerant networks (i.e. an ad hoc network where packets must
be delayed in the absence of an end-to-end path) that assumes that the contacts
between the nodes can be (imperfectly) predicted.
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1
Introduction
In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made
a lot of people very angry and been widely regarded as a bad
move.
— DOUGLAS ADAMS,
The Restaurant at The End of the Universe (1980)
1.1 Context
1.1.1 Overview
In 1895, following the work of Heinrich Hertz, Guglielmo Marconi demonstrated a
radio communication for the first time. He surely could not forecast how popular
his invention would become: he thought that Morse codes were adequate for com-
munication between ships and that voice communications were not commercially
viable. He left the early experimentation with wireless telephony to Reginald Fes-
senden and Lee de Forest; they succeeded to transmit speech over a distance of
1.5km on December 1900 ([Bel95]).
Antenna-to-antenna communications are now commonplace in our everyday
lives.
In 1985, the number of mobile phone users in the US was estimated to 203,000.
The million of users milestone was reached in 1988, 10 million in 1993. There were
100 million users in 2001, and about 220 million this year, 2006. The number of
subscribers this year was up more than 24.9 million, an increase of 14% compared
to 2005 ([CTI06]).
Mobile phones are surely not the only wireless device one regularly carries
around. PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) are more and more popular and usu-
ally have at least one wireless interface. Satellite phones are sold for several years.
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Laptop computers are not uncommon and are virtually always able to be part of a
mobile network.
Wireless devices are thus common and appear to become even more widespread
in the years to come. Network connectivity is so ubiquitous — yet heterogeneous
— that the concept of “ambient network”has been defined; it refers to the seamless
cooperation of all the network-aware devices around us ([NSA+04]).
The increased demand for connectivity now meets a high number of wireless
standards: ZigBee (for embedded, typically cheap, devices such as sensors), Blue-
Tooth (typically to replace cables connecting various devices), irDA (offers infrared
connections), 2G/3G mobile phones, IEEE 802.11 (or WiFi standard, for Wireless
LANs — WLANs). Some of those standards propose different physical layers; for
example, IEEE 802.11 networks currently exist in 3 flavours: 802.11a, 802.11b and
802.11g.
The standardization process is not likely to terminate soon; new drafts are
being studied and will be available in a few year: IEEE 802.16 (or WiMax, which
proposes to replace DSL connections), IEEE 802.15 (high speed — about 1Gbps —
short range Wireless Personal Area Network or WPAN), IEEE 802.11n (a flavour
of WiFi using multiple antennas and which promises to deliver 100Mbps).
The number of QoS-dependent applications on packet switched networks is
rising fast; QoS stands for Quality of Service, meaning that delay, delay jitter and
packet losses can be controlled. The predominance of Internet has transformed
it in a general-purpose information transmitting medium that can be used not
only to transfer files and emails, but also films, television, radio, songs, phone
calls and video conferences. Revenue generated by Voice over IP (VoIP) in the US,
Europe and Asia Pacific have doubled in 2005 and are forecast to continue booming
during several years ([Inf06]). Those applications are bandwidth-demanding and,
furthermore, interactive sessions (e.g. phone and video conferences) do not tolerate
round-trip delays greater than about 100ms ([Che96]). IP-level solutions have
been developed by the IETF to guarantee quality of service; the most well-known
solution are DiffServ ([BBC+98]) and IntServ ([BCS94] and versions adapted to
mobile networks [TBA01, TLLW03]).
The convergence of bandwidth-hungry services towards IP networks forces wire-
less network providers to find ways to increase the capacity of their networks. In
cellular networks, an often used method is to reduce the antenna coverage so as to
increase the spatial frequency re-use (i.e. signals between antennas are modulated
in a certain frequency range; those frequencies are used by several antennas at the
same time. Thanks to the signal fading, they don’t interfere if they are far apart;
see [Tab00]).
In wireless networks, service degradation has multiple sources.A first problem
comes from the very nature of electromagnetic modulated waves. This media has
characteristics that can vary quickly with time because of interferences (e.g. be-
cause of frequency re-use, see above), path loss (if we denote d the distance between
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antennas, the received power density varies in 1/d2), shadowing effects (i.e. the ef-
fect of obstacles and clutter), Rayleigh fading (the effect of destructive interference
of the signal propagation on different paths). . .
Access points (APs, often called Base Stations, BSs, in cellular networks) are
the layer 21 devices offering wireless connection with the mobile nodes. A handover
(or, equivalently, handoff), is the transfer of a communication from one AP to
another AP as the mobile moves. Since the traffic has to be re-routed, handovers
are another important cause of service degradation. As we have seen, the coverage
area of antennas tends to reduce, and, thus, handovers are likely to become more
and more frequent in the future2.
Handovers can be hard or soft, horizontal or vertical. During a hard handover,
the mobile never communicates with both the old and the new antennas (e.g. GSM
networks perform hard handovers); during a soft handover, the mobile maintains
its connectivity with two antennas (this is particularly suited to certain modula-
tion techniques such as W-CDMA). A handover between access points of different
technologies (e.g. GSM to WLAN) is said vertical; otherwise it is horizontal. A
complete definition of mobility-related terms can be found in [MK04].
The exact impact of handovers depends largely on the kind of network studied,
but, in every kind of packet-switched networks, handovers can cause a serious qual-
ity of service degradation ([CZD+04]). We will not, in this introduction, enumerate
all the possible handover mechanisms, nor study how they alter QoS; the reader in-
terested in an overview of layer 2 handover mechanisms can refer to [TRV98, BR02].
We here prefer to scrutinize the representative example of WiFi networks.
1.1.2 Handovers at layer 2
WiFi networks are composed of several addressable entities. The access points
connect the wireless network to a fixed infrastructure (often called distribution
system, DS, in WiFi parlance). The mobile stations (STAs, also called mobile
hosts, MHs, or mobile nodes, MNs, or mobile terminals, MTs) move and, therefore,
can roam from one AP to another ([Hay99]).
WiFi networks operate in the unlicensed 2.4GHz (802.11b and g) and 5GHz
(802.11a) radio bands. Each band is divided into channels (for example, in Europe,
the 2.4GHz band is composed of 13 overlapping 22MHz channels). When a terminal
communicates with an AP, they use a given channel; they interfere with nearby
channels3.
1Layer 2 or link layer. Network protocols are divided into layers defined by the ISO; see
[Zim80] for more details.
2New modulation techniques such as WCDMA and cdma2000 also tend to increase the han-
dover rate ([KMR04]).
3Distant channels are supposed independent; in practice, the poor selectivity of WiFi interfaces
might weaken this hypothesis ([MSA03]).
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Many WiFi manufacturers use the relative signal strength with hysteresis and
threshold (RSSHT, see [GPZ05]) handover scheme. When a mobile moves away
from the AP it is associated with, the measured Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR),
SNRold, decreases until it reaches a predefined threshold. The mobile then starts
scanning for new APs characterized by an SNR value SNRnew such that
SNRnew − SNRold > ∆SNR
where ∆SNR is the hysteresis SNR.
Scanning all channels to find a new AP takes a lot of time and is, in fact,
the main contributing factor to the handover delay. The total handover time thus
largely depends on the way this scanning is implemented, and thus depends on the
manufacturers of both the access point and the interface of the mobile node. Other
factors impact the handover latency, such as, for example, the distance between
the APs ([MSA03]).
Figure 1.1 shows the result of an experiment meant to illustrate the delay in-
troduced by handovers. A fixed source sends UDP packets to a mobile destination
by means of a WiFi network. Packets are numbered and sent every 30ms. Two
APs are connected to the packet source via an Ethernet switch. The APs’ antennas
are connected to electronically-driven attenuators. The MH motion is simulated
by means of those attenuators.
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Figure 1.1: Impact of WiFi handovers. Some frames experience transmission errors
and are re-transmitted by the AP until acknowledged by the receiver (or dropped);
this causes delay jitter. Retransmissions are initiated by the access point. This
experiment has been realized with standard, off-the-shelf devices (Cisco 2500 APs,
Orinoco 802.11b PCMCIA card).
Before time 16.45s, the mobile is connected to the first AP. Its signal has been
attenuated, causing a low SNR and transmission errors. Three frames have been
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lost during the handover, causing a delay of about 100ms. Considering a phone
conversation, this is admissible but already considerable since no IP-level re-routing
is required in this simple scenario.
1.1.3 Handovers at higher levels
This chapter focuses on general mobility protocols for IP networks. Several have
been proposed (e.g. Sony, IBM, Columbia Mobile Host Protocol; see [MS93]),
but the most well-known is undoubtedly Mobile IP ([Per97, JP03]). The reader
interested in other layer 3 mobility-support paradigms can refer to [FHL06], a
recent review authored by Le et al.
The success of Mobile IP can certainly be attributed to its simplicity and scal-
ability. It is formally described in RFC 2002 (see [Per96b]; other related protocols
are defined in [Per96a, Per96c, Sol96, CHP96]). It is briefly described below; we
do not distinguish Mobile IPv4 and Mobile IPv6.
Each mobile has a home network and can connect itself to Foreign Networks
(FN). A Home Agent (HA) is connected to the home network and a Foreign Agent
(FA) resides on the foreign network. Once the mobile is connected to a foreign
network, it is informed of the presence of a mobility agent (MA); it can also actively
search that agent. Notice that the mobile motion does not necessarily imply that
it uses a wireless network; it could be, for example, a laptop that is unplugged,
moved, and plugged somewhere else.
Once the MA has been found, the MH uses it as a FA and obtains an address
on the foreign network; this address is named Care-of Address (CoA). This address
is used to locate the MH; its original (home) address is used to identify it.
Once its CoA is known, the MH can send it to its home agent; after that
registration, the HA is able to locate the MH. Security measures must be taken so
that no one can usurp the identity of the mobile.
Once this is done, if a correspondent node (CN) sends a packet to the MH, the
HA receives this packet (using gratuitous and proxy ARP for example) and forwards
it in an IP-IP tunnel ([Per96a]) to the (new) CoA. The end of this tunnel may be
the FA or the MH itself (the care-of address is then said co-located); it decapsulates
the packet and delivers it to its final destination.
Packets sent by the MH to the CN are routed normally. Since the source
address of those packets belongs to the home network, they may be blocked by
some firewalls.
Figure 1.2 depicts this overview of Mobile IP. Once the MH detects a new
network, it can passively wait for an ICMP Router Advertisement (2) or first send
a Router Solicitation (1) to force the FA to send its advertisement. Unsolicited
router advertisements are sent periodically; the exact period is not determined by
5
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Mobile IP, but should not be smaller than 3s to follow RFC 12564 ([Dee91]); the
MH could also act as its own FA. Once a FA has been found, the MH can register
its new address to the HA. This is done thanks to the Registration Request (3) and
Registration Response (4) UDP messages; those packets are sent via the foreign
agent. Once a correspondent node sends a packet to the mobile host (5), it is
tunneled by the home agent (6) and decapsulated by the FA. The MN sends its
response normally (7), creating a so-called triangular routing.
Solicitation
Advertisement
1
2
MH
Normal IP forwarding
IP−IP tunnel
CN
HA
5
67
FA
Reg. Requ.
4 Reg. Reply
3
Figure 1.2: Overview of Mobile IP.
As one can see, with Mobile IP each handover implies a certain amount of
signaling. Finding a foreign agent and registering with the home agent takes time:
as is, Mobile IP cannot provide seamless handovers and is not suited to multimedia
sessions ([FPC05]).
Some protocols aim at reducing intra-domain handover latency. Well-known ex-
amples of suchmicro-mobility (i.e. intra-domain) protocols are HAWAII ([RLT+00])
and Cellular IP ([Val99, CG+00]). The interested reader can refer to [RB01, RB03,
CGKW02, Cas98] for an overview of those particular handover schemes. We here
quickly review the popular Hierarchical Mobile IP (H-MIP) protocol ([GJP02]).
It has already been mentioned that an important part of the handover latency is
caused by the registration process: each time a MH changes its point of attachment,
it receives a new CoA that must be registered to its home agent. To speed up
registrations, H-MIP introduces a new network entity, the Gateway Foreign Agent
(GFA, sometimes called Mobile Anchor Point or MAP). Conceptually, this agent
acts as the foreign agent of all the mobile hosts in the domain it is responsible for.
The CoA of the MHs is the address of the GFA, thus as long as a MH remains
in the same domain, it will perform regional registrations only, which is likely to
greatly reduce the registration process latency (under the reasonable assumption
4The default value is 450s, which seems too long in this case (router advertisement as defined
in RFC 1256 have not been designed specifically for Mobile IP). The Mobile IP standard also
proposes to relax the constraint on the maximum number of router solicitation per second.
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that most handovers are intra-domain). The GFA assigns a local care-of address
to each MH, which can be used to reach the mobile as long as it is connected to
the same FA.
Using H-MIP, packet routing is thus straightforward: the HA tunnels packets
to the GFA. The GFA decapsulates and tunnels them again towards their final
destination.
Other IP mobility protocols have been proposed. The Session Initiation Pro-
tocol (SIP, [RSC+02]), for example, is now often used to setup voice-over-IP calls
and allows mobility. It does however not solve handover-related issues: even if the
precise handover latency depends on several hypotheses (it is estimated at 6s in
[BBD03], or as long as 40s in [NDD03]), it is in every case way too long to allow
any form of seamless motion.
1.1.4 A way towards seamless mobility
We have seen that, in the context of real-time multimedia sessions, handovers are
a major hurdle on the path towards seamless mobility.
One way to tackle — or to mitigate — this problem is to guess the mobile
hosts’ next access point(s) so as to take pro-active actions. This guess has specific
characteristics; it can take different forms and be achieved using different methods:
• As the mobile moves, it connects with several APs. Mobility prediction can
forecast the next one only, or a whole sequence.
• The prediction can be done a long time in advance or just a few moments
before the actual handover. It can also improve with time: uncertain at first,
then more and more precise as the handover approaches.
• A MH’s next AP can rarely be forecast with a 100% confidence; the prob-
ability that the MH’s next AP will be the predicted one is named correct
prediction probability. A prediction can consist of the next AP, possibly with
the associated correct prediction probability. It is also possible to report a
list of most probable next APs, again possibly with correct prediction prob-
abilities.
• The prediction is inferred from some pieces of information. Those must be
correlated with the handover process, and thus, most of the time, with the
way the mobile moves. Those pieces of information might be generated by a
specific device, such as a GPS5.
• The prediction process can involve various protagonists: the mobile host, the
access point or both.
5Global Positioning System: a device that allows one to track its position in real-time. Those
apparatus get cheaper and cheaper and have a precision of 10m or less ([TYK05]).
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The problem of forecasting a mobile host’s next access point(s) is known as
mobility (or path) prediction.
The mobiles are often small, battery-powered devices; mobility prediction mech-
anisms are thus normally designed to require a modest amount of processing power
and wireless bandwidth.
Even if things are changing fast, low-end mobile devices (e.g. small GSMs)
still only have a limited amount of memory. To remain general-purpose, mobility
prediction schemes should thus not require to stock large quantities of data.
Once a way to perform mobility prediction has been found, it can be used to
take countermeasures that allow reducing the impact of handovers (e.g. anticipa-
tively reserve resources in the next AP). Going back to our example of Mobile IP
(figure 1.2), one could for example take advantage of the knowledge of the MH next
access point to send packets to both the current and the next APs (this process is
called bi-casting, see [MS03]). This is illustrated in figure 1.3. The bicasting is ini-
tiated as soon as the HA receives (2) a prediction trigger (i.e. a layer/link specific
event, see [MK04]). It is torn down when the MH is known to have terminated the
handover.
3
1 2
4
5
Old AP
New AP
Figure 1.3: Using mobility prediction. The MH is first associated with the first
AP (1); the home agent forwards the MH’s packets in an IP-in-IP tunnel (see
figure 1.2). When the prediction mechanism knows the next AP with a sufficient
confidence, it sends a prediction trigger (2) to the home agent via the old AP. The
HA the duplicates (3) the packets to both the old and the forecast new AP. The
MH moves and eventually connects with the new AP (4). The MH sends the HA
its updated location (5); the HA stops bicasting and only tears down the tunnel to
the old AP.
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1.2. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEMS ADDRESSED BY THIS THESIS &
CONTRIBUTIONS
1.2 Overview of the problems addressed by this
thesis & contributions
In what follows, we give an overview of the different problems we have studied.
Those problems led to original solutions, as explained below.
This overview follows the three-parts structure of this document: the first stud-
ies to what extent the motion of wireless terminals is predictable, the second how
this predictability can be extracted, and the third how to take advantage of a
mobility prediction mechanism.
Part I: The Feasibility of Mobility Prediction
We use a simple technique to model the predictability of a WiFi network. The
motion of the mobiles are inferred from the mobility trace of a real, large-scale
campus network. We compare the prediction ratio obtained if (a) the mobile host
tries to guess its next AP and (b) if the access points predict the next AP of
the mobile hosts passing by. Given that the question of who should perform the
prediction is important when designing a mobility prediction scheme, it is quite
surprising that such a comparison had never been undertaken before.
Part II: Performing Mobility Prediction
Most prediction schemes are designed for a particular type of network and make
pretty strong assumptions (e.g. in a cellular network, a common hypothesis is the
knowledge of the cells geometry). We present a generic method based on a simple
artificial intelligence technique. We evaluate this method under various conditions
and also tackle the particular case of wired (yet mobile) networks.
In order to guess where mobiles are heading for, all prediction schemes must
observe their motion. This is done by means of certain pieces of information. We
study how those pieces of information should be propagated in the network so
that they “help” the prediction process as much as possible; by “help”, we mean
bringing as much information as possible (in the sense of information theory). This
leads to the novel concept of entropy-based routing, which is particularly suited to
memory-limited devices such as those populating some wireless networks.
Part III: Using Mobility Prediction
We study to what extent a mobility prediction method can improve the quality of
service of a cellular network. Prediction is used to reserve channels in neighbouring
cells, and the chosen QoS metric is the percentage of blocked handovers. In order
to remain prediction scheme-independent, we propose to use an abstract prediction
scheme model, characterized by a few important parameters. We show that the
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channel reservation protocol can be abused by selfish mobiles, and thus propose an
alternative merit-based protocol to alleviate this shortcoming.
Several routing protocols have been proposed for Disruption Tolerant Networks
(i.e. ad hoc networks where packets must be delayed when no end-to-end path
exists), but none makes use of the network predictability. We show how the pre-
dictability of the DTN nodes contact patterns can be mathematically described;
we use this description to compute the end-to-end delay between any pair of nodes,
leading to a framework that elegantly describes the behaviour of the DTN. Using
this framework, we then build an original routing mechanism that seeks for a packet
forwarding scheme that guarantees a given delay condition.
1.3 Related publications
This document is the result of more than four years of research that have led to
several publications and presentations in various international conferences. The
following list matches each technical chapter of this thesis with an enumeration of
related articles we have written.
• Chapter 3 (study of prediction in a WiFi network): Delivery guarantees in
predictable delay tolerant networks (accepted at the Networking’07 conference
[FL07a]).
• Chapter 4 (presentation of a generic mobility prediction scheme): Learning
movement patterns in mobile networks: a generic approach (presented at the
European Wireless’04 conference [FLM04]) and E´valuation d’une me´thode de
pre´diction des de´placements de terminaux dans les re´seaux mobiles (presented
at the CFIP’03 conference [FLM03]).
• Chapter 5 (on“entropy-based” routing): Entropy-based knowledge spreading
and application to mobility prediction (presented at the Co-Next’05 conference
[FL05a]).
• Chapter 6 (study of call admission in cellular networks): Mobility predic-
tion’s influence on QoS in wireless networks: a study on a call admission
algorithm (presented at the WiOpt’05 conference [FL05b]) and E´tude de me´-
canismes de pre´diction de mouvement dans les re´seaux mobiles (master thesis
[Fra04]).
• Chapter 7 (routing in a disruption tolerant network): Predictable Disrup-
tion Tolerant Networks and Delivery Guarantees (accepted at Networking’07
[FL07b], extended version on the arXiv library [FL06a]).
Those articles have been partially supported by the Walloon Region in the
framework of the WDU programme (ARTHUR project), by the Belgian Science
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Policy in the framework of the IAP programme (MOTION P5/11 project) and by
the European E-Next Network of Excellence.
1.4 Dissertation outline
Chapter 2 is an overview of the prediction schemes that have been proposed in the
literature. We not only focus on the prediction schemes themselves, but also on
the way they can be used to improve the overall quality of service of the network.
Chapters 3 to 7 are devoted to our contributions. They are divided into three
parts. The first aims at measuring how predictable wireless networks are, the
second at finding ways to perform mobility prediction, and the last at inspecting
how knowing a MH’s future AP(s) allows one to improve the network QoS.
The last chapter finally gives a synthesis of this thesis and discusses along which
lines this work could be followed.
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State of the Art
Science is like sex: sometimes something useful comes out,
but that is not the reason we are doing it.
— RICHARD FEYNMAN
T
his chapter summarizes the ideas that have been proposed in the scientific
literature to tackle mobility prediction. We divide it into two parts: the first
presents ways to guess a terminal’s future access point (or access router), the second
how this information can help improve the network’s performance1.
Both parts begin with a presentation of mobility prediction-related (possibly
experimental) industrial standards. This allows one to better grasp the differences
between current needs and tomorrow’s applications forecast by the research com-
munity.
2.1 Performing Mobility Prediction
2.1.1 Candidate Access Router Discovery
We first present a simple, experimental mobility prediction related protocol named
Candidate Access Router Discovery (CARD). It has been described in RFC 4066
([LSC+05]); it has thus already been tested ([MN02]) and is backed by the industry.
The IETF has setup a group (mainly) responsible for studying how the impact
of handovers could be mitigated, the SeaMoby (for Seamless Mobility) Working
Group. This group states ([TKCK02]) that performing seamless handovers re-
quires to know the capabilities of the surrounding access routers; this allows one to
anticipate, for example, that the only way to guarantee the quality of an ongoing
video streaming is to perform a vertical handover (e.g. from WLAN to 3G) since
1Here, “performance” is a generic term with no specific meaning. It could mean reducing the
packet loss as well as reducing the network operational costs.
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the surrounding access points of the same technology are overloaded. Discovering
the capability of the nearby ARs is thus the (main) aim of the protocol described
below. The choice of the best next AR among all the suitable Candidate Access
Routers (CARs) is not in the scope of this protocol.
Each access router maintains a “CAR table” summarizing the capabilities of
each neighbouring AR. Those capabilities might be, for example, the current load
of the subnet managed by the AR, or the accepted authentication methods. Some
capabilities are only valid for a given amount of time; obsolete capability data are
refreshed to keep the CAR table up-to-date.
Once a mobile host wants to perform a handover, it sends a request to its current
AR asking (a) the capabilities of a specific CAR (discovered using a layer 2 method
and identified by its MAC address, as explained section 1.1.2 in the case of WiFi),
or (b) the capabilities of all the neighbouring CARs, or only those fulfilling certain
requirements. The current AR replies using the pieces of information found in the
CAR table.
The protocol is summarized in figure 2.1. This figure shows a direct message
exchange between access routers; in practice, the required information could also
be fetched from a centralized server.
Current
AR
CAR2
CARD Request
CARD Request
CARD Reply
CARD Reply
CARD Request
IP L2 ID Capab.
Load=12%......
Lifetime
30min
... ... ......
capabilities
CARD Reply
Contains CARs
MH
CAR1
1
2
2
3
4
Figure 2.1: The Candidate Access Router Discovery protocol. Each AR maintains
a CAR table that contains the known neighbouring CARs and their capabilities
(1). Certain capabilities may need to be refreshed, in which case they are updated
via a CARD Request/Reply exchange with the concerned CAR (2). Once the MH
wants information about the surrounding CARs, it solicits its current AR (3) which
replies using the CAR table’s items (4).
The messages transmitted between the MH and the current AR are sent using
ICMP. Because of scalability concerns, transmitting packets between ARs is more
problematic. The protocol standard proposes to use the Stream Control Transport
Protocol (SCTP, see [SXM+00]) which supports congestion control, fragmentation,
and partial retransmission based on a programmable retransmission timer.
The content of the CAR table can be configured statically or learned using the
motion of the mobiles themselves. The idea is that the table is initially empty, and
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is populated each time a mobile joins a new AR. It then sends a message containing
the identity of its current access router to the previous one; this identity is added
to the table.
2.1.2 The S-MIP architecture
We now turn to protocols and architectures backed by the research community.
Mobility prediction often involves scrutinizing how mobile devices physically
move. In that sense, the Seamless handoff architecture for Mobile IP (S-MIP,
[HZS03]) is quite typical.
In S-MIP, the handover is initiated by the MH which observes a poor connec-
tivity. It informs a special network entity, the Decision Engine (DE), that it should
change its point of attachment. The exact MH’s next AR is determined by the DE,
based on information provided by both the candidate ARs and the mobile itself:
• the mobile regularly (every second) sends the signal strength received by
neighbouring ARs to the DE;
• the ARs regularly report the identity of the mobiles they are associated with.
AR1
AR2AR3
Zone I
Zone IZone I
Zone IIZone II
Zone II
III
Figure 2.2: Localization using the S-MIP architecture.
The reported signal strengths are used to determine the location of the MH
using a triangulation technique; more specifically, the MH is supposed located at the
intersection of circles centered at ARs and whose radius is given by signal strength
measurements. This is done under the assumption that the function linking antenna
distance to signal strength is a negative logarithm (i.e. propagation in open-space
or large indoor environments). The localization method only works if the access
points are disposed in bee’s nest (figure 2.2):
• Zone I: The MH is not likely to perform a handover since it only has contacts
with one AR.
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• Zone III: The MH localization can easily be found using a triangulation based
on the three received signal strength.
• Zone II: A triangulation cannot easily be done since only two ARs are reach-
able: the MH is thus known to be located at the intersection of two circles,
but two circles intersect at two distinct points. S-MIP continues however to
work quite reliably since it can be shown ([HZS03]) that those two points
must be next to one another (or one of them can be discarded).
The authors claim a precision of 2m using 802.11b access points ([ZCCS02]).
Once the MH location has been determined, the DE tries to see if the mobile
(a) should not perform a handover, (b) is moving linearly towards another AR and
should thus perform a handover, (c) is moving stochastically near the border of the
zone covered by the current access point. The point of determining if the mobile
behaves more like (a), (b) or (c) is that counter-measures are likely to be different
for each case: if the mobile moves linearly, the handover can take place, but if
it moves stochastically, the next AR cannot reliably be determined yet, and the
mobile should stay connected to more than one AR (see section 2.2.2).
In order to determine the motion pattern of the mobile, its motion direction
(North, West, South-East,. . . ) is observed using the difference between the MH
localizations at two different time intervals. If the DE detects a repeated direction
of movement, it classifies the MH motion as linear; if the motion is neither linear
nor stationary, it is considered to represent a stochastic movement (see figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Various motion patterns. From left to right: ping-pong, linear motion,
stochastic motion.
2.1.3 Tracking mobiles using sequence analysis
The sequence of cells (or APs/ARs) crossed by each mobile is an interesting source
of information. It allows one to find repeated motion patterns that exhibit a certain
regularity: MH movements never are totally random since they are constrained
(e.g. the trajectory of cars depend on roads topology) and since they usually have
a precise purpose (e.g. going to work). Extracting this motion regularity is a key
element towards mobility prediction, since regularity rhyme with predictability.
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Figure 2.4: Each cell is modeled as an alphabet symbol. The path followed by
a mobile moving from one cell to another can be represented as a sequence of
symbols. The right part of the picture depicts the neighbouring graph: two cells
are connected by an edge if and only if they have a common frontier. Notice that
cells could be clustered to get a coarse-grained model.
Movement prediction using the analysis of typical trajectories represented as
sequences of cells (or APs/ARs) has already been studied quite extensively ([LM95,
AZ01, YL02, MRD04, Laa05, CS99, CZS98, CLSS00]). We here present (part of)
a work from Bhattacharya and Das based on an information-theoretic approach
([BD99, BD02]).
The movement of mobiles moving in a cellular network is modeled as a series
of cell ids. Each cell id is represented as a symbol belonging to a finite alphabet ϑ.
The path followed by a mobile is thus modeled as a string of such symbols, called
movement history (figure 2.4).
Notice that the consecutive symbols of movement history need not be distinct:
it could be decided that the mobile position is recorded every half-hour, potentially
leading to repeated symbols when the mobile does not move during a period of time
longer than 30 minutes. Other methods can be used, such as updating the history
every time the mobile changes its current cell (or every two cells), or mixing those
two approaches (updating both every half-hour and every time the cell changes).
In what follows, the mobility model is a stochastic process V = {Vi} such that
Vi assumes the value vi ∈ ϑ if the i-th cell crossed is reported to be vi. This
stochastic process is supposed to be stationary, i.e. invariant to time shifts:
P (V1 = v1,V2 = v2, . . . ,Vn = vn) =
P (V1+s = v1,V2+s = v2, . . . ,Vn+s = vn) (2.1)
for every shift s and for all vi ∈ ϑ (the notation P (V = v) denotes the probability
that the variate V takes the value v). The question is now to build a universal
predictor or estimator for this process.
One common, simple (yet effective, see [SKJH04a]) model imposes the Markov
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assumption on the stochastic process. More precisely, the order-k Markov hypoth-
esis imposes the following restrictions on the variates of V : for all v ∈ ϑ:
P (Vn+1 = v | V1 = v1,V2 = v2, . . . ,Vn = vn) =
P (Vn+1 = v | Vn+1−k = vn+1−k, . . . ,Vn = vn) (2.2)
where P (A | B) denotes the conditional probability of A given B.
The parameters of Markovian models can easily be learned (more on this issue
in section 3.2.2) using movement histories.
A natural question is to estimate the performance of such models and, for
instance, study the impact of the model order. An elegant way of doing so is
to compute the entropy (in the sense of information theory) associated with each
model.
We first introduce basic definitions.
Definition 2.1. The entropy H(X ) of a discrete random variable X that takes its
values in the set X:
H(X ) = −
∑
x∈X
P (X = x) logb P (X = x)
One can arbitrarily specify the basis of the logarithm. As it is commonly done, we
choose b = 2; the entropy is therefore measured in bits. Notice that H(X ) ≥ 0.
In what follows, we take the liberty to write P (x) instead of P (X = x) when
there is no ambiguity.
Definition 2.2. The conditional entropy H(X | Y) of a pair of discrete random
variables X and Y is defined by:
H(X | Y) = −
∑
x∈X
P (X = x) H(Y | X = x)
= −
∑
x∈X
P (X = x)
∑
y∈Y
P (Y = y | X = x) logP (Y = y | X = x)
We can now give a sound measure of the entropy of the stochastic process
V = {Vi}.
Definition 2.3. The conditional entropy rate H ′(V ) is defined by:
H ′(V ) = lim
n→∞
H(Vn | V1,V2, . . . ,Vn−1)
The interested reader can refer to [vdL97] for an introduction to information
theory.
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An order-0 Markov model simply attributes a probability to each symbol. We
thus have P (vn | v1, v2, . . . , vn) = P (vn) and
H(V ) = H ′(V ) = −
∑
v∈ϑ
P (v) logP (v) (2.3)
Under the order-1 Markov assumption, the V = {Vi} process forms a so-called
Markov chain, meaning that P (vn | v1, v2, . . . , vn) = P (vn | vn−1). Denoting P (vi |
vj) = Pi,j, and according to definition 2.3, we have:
H ′(V ) = −
∑
i
P (vi)
(∑
j
Pi,j logPi,j
)
(2.4)
The probability Pi,j is the probability of going to cell i from cell j; given a movement
history, this can be estimated using a simple counting. The P (vi) values are the
probability of being in cell i; they can be estimated as the number of times cell i
appears in the movement history divided by the history length.
Alternatively, the P (vi) values are also the components of the vector P solution
ofΠ×P = P , whereΠ is the transition matrix of the Markov chain (i.e. a matrix
such that Πi, j = Pi, j). P is the steady-state vector, which contains the fraction of
time that a random process changing its state according to the transition matrix
stays in a given state.
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) allows one to compute the entropy of order 0 and 1
markovian models; they can be generalized to higher orders. A simple example
presented in [BD99] shows that the entropy of the motion process of a mobile that
can possibly roam between 8 cells (thus a priori characterized by an entropy of
3 bits) is equal to 1.7 bits with order 0 and 1.2 bits with order 1 models. The
marginal improvement of increasing the model order dies out soon; intuitively, the
largest meaningful order is directly linked to the longest chain of dependency that
can be found in the movement history.
Notice the importance of such measurements in the context of mobility predic-
tion: the entropy estimates how predictable the MH is. Furthermore, markovian
models can help predict a mobile’s next cell; for example, according to (2.4), the
most likely next cell for a mobile currently in cell i is argmaxj Pi,j.
The LeZi-update algorithm described in [BD99] proposes to go one step further
and replace markovian models with the tries built by dictionary-based compression
algorithms such as Ziv and Lempel’s LZ78 ([ZL78]). The underlying idea is that
good compressors usually are good predictors since easily guessable symbols can
virtually be left implicit, even if this requires to inefficiently code uncommon symbol
sequences.
The LZ78 algorithm divides the string v1, v2, . . . , vn (vi ∈ ϑ) into c(n) words
w1, w2, . . . , wc(n). Those words are such that:
∀j ≥ 1, ∃ i ≥ 1, ∃ s ∈ ϑ : i < j and wj = wis (2.5)
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Less formally, the longest prefix of every word (the whole word but the last symbol)
is equal to a previous word. To encode a word wj, it is only required to encode (a)
a reference to wi (that hopefully requires less information than the direct coding
of wi) and (b) the symbol s.
For example, the movement history“aaababbbbbaabccddcbaaaa”would be parsed
“a,aa,b,ab,bb,bba,abc,c,d,dc,ba,aaa”where the commas indicates the separation be-
tween words. Those words are added to a so-called dictionary often represented as
a trie; see figure 2.5. Notice that this is not exactly the trie used by the LeZi-update
algorithm; refer to [BD99] for more details.
Λ
kkk
kkk
kkk
kkk
kkk
kkk
kkk
kk
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UU
a(5)




77
77
77
77
b(4)




77
77
77
77
c(1) d(2)
a(2) b(2) a(1) b(2) c(1)
a(1) c(1) a(1)
Figure 2.5: The trie generated by the Lempel-Ziv algorithm on the string
“aaababbbbbaabccddcbaaaa”. The symbol Λ represents the empty word. This figure
is inspired by [BD99].
The trie is annotated with the statistics of how many times a context has been
explored. For example, the symbol a is a priori the most likely, with a probability
of 5/(5 + 4 + 1 + 2). If the previous symbols read so far were a and b, the next
symbol should be c. Notice that the next symbols can be predicted more precisely
using the prediction by partial match (PPM); see [BD02] for more details.
As with Markov models, the LZ trie allows one to perform prediction of the
next symbol or cell. Contrary to markovian models, LZ tries automatically adapt
to the optimal context length.
Other works ([LM95, MRD04, YL02]) are based on the analysis of strings. An
interesting example ([Laa05]) is the clustering of the paths frequently followed by
mobile terminals; this requires to define a distance measure between paths. The
problem can be elegantly solved if paths are represented as strings: the distance
metric can then be defined as the edit distance, i.e. the minimum number of
insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single symbol required to transform one
string to the other (this distance is also used in [LBC98] for example).
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2.1.4 Motion Prediction using Automatic Learning
Automatic/Machine Learning (ML2) and data mining are sometimes used to im-
prove the behaviour of computer networks.
Such Artificial Intelligence (AI) related methods have been considered to tackle
varied problems such as routing ([WKMT00]), saving the energy of small wire-
less devices ([YAG05]), improving the congestion control of TCP ([KGL05]), and
determining the location of a terminal ([BB05]).
Some argue that the limitations of the Internet of today should not be addressed
by the classical, algorithmic approach but rather by the tools of AI and cognitive
systems. This yields to the concept of knowledge plane ([CPRW03, DL03]), whose
goal is to maintain a high-level view of the applications requirements and give
advices to the lower-level network components so as to fulfill them.
One way to perform mobility prediction is to extract the regular motion patterns
from mobility traces. This allows one to compare the current trajectory of a given
mobile to those patterns, and then infer the end of the trajectory; extracting regular
patterns from noisy traces very naturally leads to AI-oriented techniques. The
reader should be aware that the whole method is however based on two assumptions:
• Mobile movements exhibit a certain regularity. We have already discussed
this hypothesis, and argued that it is reasonable;
• If the mobile trajectory is defined as its physical movement (as opposed to
its path expressed as a series of access points), predicting the end of the
trajectory does not directly solve the mobility prediction problem: the mo-
bile location must be mapped to an AP id. Under certain circumstances,
this mapping may not be trivial. For example, the cells of a cellular net-
work generally have a large overlap and the mapping is thus not one-to-one;
furthermore, the cell geometry must be known.
Several articles show that AI helps tackle mobility prediction ([CB04, BEJ97,
HM02, HM99, ESE+01, SK05]). We here focus on a data mining method presented
by Yavas¸ et al. in [YKUM05].
We suppose that a large number of mobility traces has been collected. Each
trace is an finite, ordered series of access points 〈ap1, ap2, . . . , apk〉 that correspond
to one movement of the mobile. These traces could for example represent the
motion of a GSM in a cellular network; we would then consider that a movement
ends (and thus the next movement begins) once the GSM stays in the same cell for
a long time. Let D be the set of all the collected mobility traces.
Algorithm 2.1 gives an high-level overview of the regular pattern extraction
method. The k-th run of the while loop finds the regular patterns of length k; the
algorithm stops when k is too high and no pattern can be found. The main idea is
2A good overview of machine learning can be found in [Mit97].
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Algorithm 2.1: An algorithm for finding regular patterns
C1 ← all the cells included in D;1
k ← 1;2
L← ∅;3
while Ck 6= ∅ do4
forall a ∈ D do5
forall s ∈ Ck with s subsequence of a do6
// Add distance(a, s) to the support for s;7
// Remove from Ck the elements with a8
// support smaller than supp
min
;9
L← L ∪ Ck;10
Ck+1 ← candidateGeneration(Lk);11
k ← k + 1;12
end13
end14
end15
to create a set of candidate patterns of length k (initialized line 2), to remove the
candidates that do not appear frequently in the mobility trace set D (line 9), and,
using the candidates that have not been filtered out, build pattern candidates of
length k + 1 (line 11).
The candidate patterns of length 1 are simply all the cells that appear at least
once in the mobility trace set D.
The question now is: how can we build length k + 1 candidate patterns set
Ck+1 using length k candidates set Ck? We first find which candidate patterns are
“popular” enough and discard the others. To do that, we consider all the (a, s)
pairs with a ∈ D, s ∈ Ck and such that s is a subsequence of a (i.e. the cells
of s appear in a in the same order, potentially with other cells in between since
the mobile movement is not entirely deterministic); a than gives a certain support
(i.e. a real number) which is inversely proportional to the distance between a and
s (line 7; this distance is basically implemented as the edit distance introduced
page 20). If D contains a lot of patterns similar to s, it receives a lot of support; if
the accumulated support is smaller than a chosen threshold (line 9), the candidate
pattern is removed from the candidate pattern set.
Once all the unpopular candidate patterns have been filtered out, the Ck set
is used to build the length k + 1 candidate pattern set Ck+1. This is done by
considering all the elements s ∈ Ck; s is a list a cells denoted 〈s1, s2, . . . , sk〉. Ck+1
is the union of all the sequences 〈s1, s2, . . . , sk, sn〉 where the cells sk and sn have
a common frontier (i.e. mobiles can move directly from sk to sn). The method
thus requires to know the neighbouring relation between cells; this information can
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however be extracted from the motion traces.
Now that we have seen how the regular motion patterns can be found, we briefly
explain how they can be used to perform next access point prediction. Each motion
pattern 〈s1, s2, . . . , sk〉 can be divided into mobility rules:
〈s1〉 → 〈s2, . . . , sk〉, 〈s1, s2〉 → 〈s3, . . . , sk〉, . . . 〈s1, . . . , sk−1〉 → 〈sk〉
A support can be computed for each such mobility rule thanks to the support values
computed previously for each mobility pattern (details can be found in [YKUM05]).
If a mobile has followed a path 〈t1, t2, . . . , ti〉 until now, this prefix can be compared
to the “head” (left-hand) of each mobility rule. Once a match is found, the first
access point reported in the mobility rule’s “tail” is a potential next access point
whose probability is proportional to the mobility rule’s support value.
2.1.5 Location-based path prediction
Knowing the location and velocity of a mobile obviously helps guess where it is
heading for. The problem is thus (a) to monitor the mobile’s current (physical)
trajectory, (b) to extrapolate this trajectory, and (c) to match the extrapolated
trajectory with the next access point. Item (a) can be addressed using GPS devices
which are now both cheap and common ([TYK05]), or some form of positioning
method based on multilateration (i.e. measuring the signal’s Time Difference of
Arrival (TDOA) at the neighbouring BSs) or triangulation ([Fra, CS98a]). Item
(b) requires building a model of the motion, as we will see below. Item (c) has
already been discussed in the previous section.
Several articles have proposed to perform mobility prediction using some form
of trajectory extrapolation ([LH03, ZM05]). The simplest form of extrapolation
is of course the linear approximation; it has been used for example to estimate
the duration of links between the nodes of a Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET,
see [SLG01]). Since such simple models are not always satisfactory, some works
([LBC98, ZM05]) rely on more advanced methods such as Kalman filters (the mo-
bile is then supposed to have a (continuous) state and a linear state-to-state tran-
sition function; a Markov hypothesis is made, and measurement uncertainties are
supposed gaussian3).
In this section, we give an overview of Soh and Kim’s hybrid method for cellular
networks based on location information and road topology ([SK03, SK04]). In those
articles, the central assumption is that the mobile terminal is a vehicle that is able
to regularly send its physical location to the base station (e.g. every 1s).
Each BS maintains a database of the roads within its coverage area (this infor-
mation can be extracted from a digital map service). Each road is supposed linear
(bends are approximated by linear segments). The BS records the average time
3The interested reader can refer to [FP03] for an good introduction to the method.
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taken to transit each road, the probability of transition from one segment to the
next (this transition is modeled as a second-order Markov process, see figure 2.6).
The probability of the next
road depends on the last two
roads the mobile took.
2
1
C
A
B
E
F
G
D
H
Handover region
Cell boundary
Figure 2.6: Prediction using road topology information. Once they arrive at the E
junction, the BS computes the probabilities that terminals 1 and 2 continue their
way towardsD or F . Since the last two roads they followed are different (〈CB,BE〉
and 〈AB,BE〉 respectively), those probabilities are estimated independently.
The handovers of all mobiles are monitored continuously, so the roads where
handovers usually appear can be flagged. This allows one to automatically detect
the boundaries of the cell instead of assuming an hexagonal shape.
Using those pieces of information, the likely path of a mobile can be estimated
in advance, so both the handover probability and the time remaining before this
handover can easily be derived.
2.2 Using Mobility Prediction
The first section considers a standardized protocol involving mobility prediction
that has already been deployed or, at least, tested in labs. It could be largely
used in the future, depending of its experienced utility and efficiency. The protocol
presented in this section has been normalized by means of IETF RFCs ([IET]).
We then present other ideas that have been proposed by the research commu-
nity.
2.2.1 Mobile IPv4 Fast Handovers
We here briefly describe the protocol aimed at providing fast handovers for Mobile
IP is described in [KP06]4. This protocol can use the knowledge of the next AR to
perform packet relocation as explained below.
4This protocol is adapted from the equivalent protocol defined for Mobile IPv6, see IETF
RFC 4068 ([Koo05]). It is similar to the proposition of Calhoun et al. ([Cal00]).
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A MH is first supposed to guess the IP address of its next access router, NAR;
the previous AR (which gives the MH its connectivity before the handover) is
denoted PAR. The CoAs given by the PAR and NAR are denoted PCoA and
NCoA (respectively). The exact means by which NAR is identified is not part of
the fast handover protocol, but one can reasonably assume that currently layer 2
triggers are the preferred way to find this piece of information. We have already
seen how that can be performed for WiFi networks in section 1.1.2. The protocol
performance will typically be enhanced by using the appropriate triggers.
If only the layer 2 identification of NAR is known, special messages can be
exchanged with the PAR in order to gain knowledge of data such as its IP address
and the subnet it is responsible for: this next-AR discovery phase is depicted in
figure 2.7. The NCoA of the mobile is temporarily chosen to be that of the NAR:
the FA is not co-located, otherwise DHCP (for example) would be used and would
cause long delays.
Notice that, using IPv6, the NCoA can be chosen right away thanks to the
knowledge of the NAR subnet prefix by means of address auto-configuration (see
RFC 2462, [TN98]).
NAR
PAR
PrRtSol
Contains ID of NAR
Scanning
Detection of NAR
MH
Contains IP of NAR
PrRtAdv
1
2
3
Figure 2.7: The PrRtSol/PrRtAdv messages. A layer 2 mechanism allows the
MH to find the layer 2 address of the next access router (1). The MH sends this
address to the PAR thanks to the Proxy Router Solicitation (PrRtSol) message (2).
PAR sends a Proxy Router Advertisement in response, containing various pieces of
information related to NAR (3).
The second part of the protocol begins when the MH is ready to perform its
handover; it is depicted in figure 2.8. The mobile first sends a special Fast Binding
Update (FBU) message to PAR; the PAR replies with a Fast Binding Acknowl-
edgment (FBack). This message informs the PAR of the IP address of the NAR,
and triggers the PAR to setup a tunnel between PAR and NAR: PAR sends a
Handover Initiate (HI) message to NAR (containing the parameters of the tunnel
and security/authentication information), and the NAR replies with an Handover
Acknowledge (HAck) message.
Once the tunnel is setup, packets received by PAR for the MH are tunneled
to the new access router, which buffers them. The mobile can then perform its
handover.
Once the mobile is connected to the new link, it initiates a FBU/FBack exchange
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NAR
PAR
HI
HAck
IP−IP Tunnel
2
4
3
1
FBU
5MH
FBack
Figure 2.8: The Fast Handover Protocol: before handover. The MH and PAR
exchange FBU and FBack messages (1) in order to initiate the handover; the FBU
contains the IP address of the NAR foreseen by the MH. The PAR contacts the
NAR using a Handover Initiate; the NAR responds with an acknowledgment (2).
PAR and NAR then setup a bidirectional tunnel; the packets destined for the MH
are tunneled by PAR and buffered by NAR. The MH is now free to perform the
actual handover (5).
with the NAR, which can then finally forward the packets it had buffered. The
fast handover protocol ensures that the MH continues to receive and send packets
thanks to the (bi-directional) tunnel before the NCoA has been registered with
the mobile’s home agent: the registration latency is thus disengaged. Figure 2.9
represents this part of the protocol.
NAR
PAR
MH
IP−IP Tunnel
2
1
FBU
FBack
CN
3
Figure 2.9: The Fast Handover Protocol: after handover. Once the new link is
setup, the MH registers with the NAR using a FBU/FBack exchange (1). The
buffered packets can be delivered (2). The MH still can exchange packets with the
CN using the tunnel (3). This process continues until the MH registers its new
CoA.
Notice that it is not clear whether the Fast Handover Protocol allows seamless
handovers in practice. Simulations ([HSSEM02]) tend to show that this protocol
used together with H-MIP (see section 1.1.3) allows one to reduce handover latency
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to about 300 milliseconds, far too much to allow, for example, an uninterrupted
VoIP call.
2.2.2 The S-MIP architecture
In the rest of this chapter we present some ideas proposed by the research commu-
nity.
We have already seen how the S-MIP architecture solves the mobility prediction
problem (see section 2.1.2). We now show how it can be used to improve the network
reliability.
S-MIP is built on hierarchical schemes (see the explanation of H-MIP in sec-
tion 1.1.3) and fast-handover (see section 2.2.1 above). With S-MIP, as we have
already mentioned, the handover is mobile-initiated, but network-determined; this
means that the network’s Decision Engine (DE) should try to unambiguously de-
termine the MH’s next AR. We have also pointed out that the DE regularly receives
feedback from both MHs and ARs; it is thus capable of choosing to favour handover
towards less congested cells (and thus perform load balancing).
Once the MH detects an imminent handover, it uses the fast handover protocol
described above. The current AR sets tunnels to the candidate next ARs discov-
ered by the MH. Those candidates send to the DE a message containing status
information (e.g. current load) that could help determine the best next AR. Once
it has received those messages and once the motion behaviour of the MH has been
determined5, the DE is asked to choose which candidate AR should be used as
the next AR. If the mobile is moving linearly, the next AR can be determined un-
equivocally. If the MH is moving stochastically or stands in the overlapping zone
between two ARs, multiple next ARs are elected. Those ARs should retain the MH
binding in preparation for the MH return (in case of ping-ponging, i.e. an oscilla-
tion between two access points); this binding can be removed as soon as the DE
has decided that the handover is terminated. The DE notifies the elected potential
next ARs and asks the GFA to multicast the messages destined for the MH to all
the ARs involved in the handover (the previous AR and the potential next ARs).
The packets tunneled from the previous AR are flagged (using on option bit in the
IP header) and buffered at the potential next ARs. The multicast packets are also
buffered and flagged differently.
It can be shown that tunneled packets are likely to be chronologically older
than multicast packets. The ARs are thus required to send them first. Packet
multicasting is stopped once the decision engine has determined that the handover
is terminated (i.e. potential ping-ponging is certainly finished).
5Recall that S-MIP mobility prediction engine classifies to motion of the mobile as moving
linearly, moving stochastically or standing between two ARs (see section 2.1.2).
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2.2.3 Improved paging using cell sequence compression
In a cellular network, an important problem is keeping track of each mobile location.
This is critical since each time, for example, a GSM must be contacted to receive
a new call, it must be searched in the whole network; this operation should be
optimized so as to consume as little wireless bandwidth as possible.
In a GSM network, an idle mobile is required to update its position regularly by
means of update messages. The reverse operation, i.e. finding the mobile current
cell, is called paging.
This problem is commonly tackled with an expanding ring search: the mobile
is first searched in the cell it has sent its last update message from. If it is not
found, the paging is performed simultaneously in the surrounding cells. This search
continues, involving more cells at each iteration, until the mobile is found or the
procedure is considered too bandwidth-expensive.
With the LeZi-Update ([BD02]) algorithm, mobility prediction is proposed as
a way to reduce paging costs, as explained below.
As we have seen in section 2.1.3 that the path followed by a mobile can be
represented as a string of symbols. This string can be compressed using the Lempel-
Ziv algorithm, yielding a series of words.
It is proposed that this series of words be encoded by the mobile and decoded
by the base station; each update message contains a word (which corresponds to
the mobile path). If the network wants to locate the mobile, it first uses the last
word received as a context. Using the statistics included in the LZ dictionnary trie
(remember the example given in figure 2.5), the most likely next update message
words are guessed. The cells corresponding to those words can be paged with the
most probable cell first.
2.2.4 Decreasing handoff blocking using prediction
In a cellular network, a cell can receive two different types of calls: handover calls
and new calls. A user is likely to find the forced termination of an ongoing call more
objectionable than the blocking of a new call. We should thus find countermeasures
that mitigates the former at the expense of the latter.
This can be done by reserving resources in advance in the next cell reached by
mobile phones ([LAN95, CB00, KKK01]). A certain amount of bandwidth (the
guard bandwidth) can be pro-actively reserved to receive roaming mobiles (thus
decreasing the handover blocking probability); the bandwidth available for new
calls is therefore reduced, hence increasing the new call blocking probability.
The amount of reserved bandwidth can be fixed once and for all if we assume
a stationnary traffic. If this hypothesis does not hold, the wireless bandwidth is
either over or under-utilized; we thus advocate a more dynamic approach.
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The method presented in [SK01] is a good example of such a dynamic, pro-
active reservation scheme targeted at cellular networks. It is summarized in what
follows.
We assume that a mobility prediction algorithm is available; it sends a handover
trigger when a fixed amount of time remains before the expected handover. This
trigger contains an identifier of the predicted next BS.
Each mobile is supposed to use one class of service; each service class i is
characterized by the bandwidth it requires, Bi. Since predictions might be wrong,
and since the current call could end after the prediction trigger but before the
actual handover, it is not necessary to reserve a bandwidth Bi at the expected next
cell, but only a fraction of that amount. Each cell defines a R matrix so that,
when a mobile using service class i performs a handover to cell j, the amount of
bandwidth reserved in cell j is equal to BiRi,j.
The R matrix is adapted by each cell so as to reach the required handover
blocking probability (i.e. certain elements are increased if handovers are too likely
to be blocked, decreased otherwise). This way, the R matrix should converge
towards a value that allows us to reach the aimed blocking probability.
Each time a prediction trigger is received, the guard bandwidth of the predicted
next cell is increased by BiRi,j; it is decreased by the same amount as soon as the
call is ended or the mobile performs its handover —possibly not in the expected
cell.
The call admission procedure for new calls of service class i is quite straightfor-
ward. The current cell accepts to route the new call6 if the spare bandwidth minus
the guard bandwidth is higher than Bi.
1 2 3
Guard BW for class 2
Guard Bandwidth
Total cell bandwidth
Used Spare
Excess
Figure 2.10: A call admission control procedure. Notice that there might be no
“excess” bandwidth if the sum of the guard and the used bandwidth is greater than
the cell capacity.
For handover calls, the procedure is a bit more complicated. Two cases must be
6In fact [SK01] also deals with the bandwidth requirements in the fixed network infrastructure,
a problem omitted here for brevity.
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distinguished (see figure 2.10); when a mobile using the class of service i performs
a handover:
• Either the sum of the bandwidth used by current calls and the guard band-
width is smaller than the cell capacity (there is some “excess” bandwidth, see
figure 2.10). In this case, the call is admitted if the sum of the excess and the
guard bandwidth reserved for class i is greater than the requested bandwidth
Bi.
• Either it is not the case (the spare bandwidth is less than the guard band-
width), in which case a proportion r of the spare bandwidth is assigned to the
handover call (the call is rejected if this does not suffice). The ratio r is the
proportion between the guard bandwidth reserved for class i and the total
guard bandwidth. This rule provides a form of fairness between the differ-
ent classes: without it, the traffic classes with small bandwidth requirements
could benefit from the reservations done for other classes.
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Predictability of Wireless Networks
When we write programs that ”learn”,
it turns out we do and they don’t.
— ALAN J. PERLIS, Epigrams on Programming (1982)
B
efore studying how mobility prediction could be performed in practice, we
first try and determine to what extent the movements of mobile hosts are pre-
dictable. The evaluation of this degree of predictability is done using real mobility
traces.
In this study, we emphasize the differences between the methods that predict
the behaviour of each particular mobile and those that model the motion of a whole
group of users. We find an unexpectedly small difference between both methods in
terms of accuracy.
We also try and find which pieces of information (e.g. time of the day) help the
prediction process.
3.1 Introduction
Mobility prediction methods can be classified into two main families:
• MH-centric (MHC): the agent performing predictions is bound to a MH;
it builds a model of this particular MH’s movements (e.g. [MRD04, Laa05,
SK05, CS99, CZS98]);
• AP-centric (APC): the prediction agent is bound to an AP; this AP builds
a model using the motion of the MHs passing by (e.g. [HM02, SK04, SK01]).
Those models can be built on-line, as the mobiles move, and can perform a
prediction anytime.
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As we have already mentioned in section 1.1.4, the pieces of information that
allow one to deduce the likely motion of a mobile terminal are very varied (e.g.
GPS coordinates). In what follows, we assume that the piece of information used
is the sequence of most recently encountered APs. This assumption is not strong
since it only requires MHs to record the last APs they have been associated with.
The various prediction methods presented in the literature have rarely been
validated using mobility traces extracted from a real network. [SKJH04b] is a
notable exception which shows that simple markovian models perform nearly as
well as other more complex methods (see also [HKA04]). We thus focus on those
models.
In the following, we present an (essentially quantitative) comparison between
MH and AP-centric prediction methods using the mobility traces of a large-scale
WiFi network. It is expected that the conclusions drawn here could be applied to
other types of mobile networks.
3.2 Next-AP predictors
A next-AP predictor, or prediction agent, is the entity responsible for building a
model of MH’s movements; this model can be used for predictive purposes.
3.2.1 Centralized and decentralized methods
In this chapter, we study the differences between the two most popular prediction
schemes.
In the first method, APC, the prediction agents are the APs. Each AP builds a
model of the movements of mobiles passing by. The MHs’ involvement is minimal,
since they only send during each handover an identification of their previous APs.
This architecture is particularly well suited to situations where predictions are
mainly useful to the fixed network infrastructure (which could, for example, use it
to reserve resources anticipatively). This scheme can quickly get an estimation of
the model learnt since it improves every time a mobile goes by.
The second method, MHC, is more distributed: every MH builds a model using
its own movements. It is expected to be more reliable since more specific: the
behaviour of a particular mobile cannot be simplified to the mean behaviour of
all the MHs moving in the same area. However, this scheme does not fit well the
standard wireless network paradigm, where terminals are supposed to be small,
memory and processing limited devices (such as a low-end GSM), and not suited
to running a learning algorithm. Moreover, no prediction can be made when a MH
visits APs for the first time.
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3.2.2 Markovian models
We model MHs’ motion habits thanks to their location history (or trace), i.e. the
sequence of APs crossed during their journey. Considering each AP as a symbol of
a (finite) alphabet, a MH’s trace is a sequence of symbols and prediction aims at
guessing symbol i+ 1 given the first i.
Observing MHs’ motion allows a prediction agent to tune the model’s parame-
ters so that prediction improves over time
It has been shown ([SKJH04b, SKJH04a]) that in this context, simple Markov
predictors perform as well as other, more complex methods1 (such as [BD99, YL02,
CW84, JSA00]). We thus only consider this class of predictors here.
Let L = {L1, L2, L3 . . . } be the set of locations and L = L1, L2, L3 . . . a location
history. The order n markovian hypothesis is:
P (Li = l|L1, . . . , Li−1) = P (Li = l|Li−n, . . . , Li−1) ∀ l ∈ L, i > n (3.1)
Less formally, this equation states that the stochastic variable that describes the
next-AP probability follows a distribution that only depends on the last n symbols.
We assume a stationary distribution2.
The next-AP distribution can easily be learnt on-line. We assume that the
agent responsible for building the markovian model is regularly notified of MH(s)
movements.
If we denote Lm the location history of mobile m, the order-n model estimation
rule is:
P (Li = l | Li−n, . . . , Li−1) =
∑
m∈MO(L
m
i−n, . . . , L
m
i−1, l ; L
m)∑
m∈MO(L
m
i−n, . . . , L
m
i−1 ; L
m)
(3.2)
where the O(· ; ·) operator finds the number of occurrences of its first argument in
its second, and M is the set of mobiles involved.
In the case of MHC, each terminal only models its own motion, thus M is a
singleton.
When a model is used to perform a prediction, the most probable next AP
(given the current context, i.e. the MH’s last n APs) is chosen. No prediction
can be performed if the context has never been observed before. To limit the
consequences of this possibility, we build together with each order-n model, n− 1
other models of order n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1. If a prediction cannot be performed
because the current context is seen for the first time, we fallback on a lower-order
model.
We do not aim at predicting when a mobile will enter or leave the network; only
the proper inter-AP movements are taken into account.
1To be fair, some of those not only aim at location prediction, but at other purposes such as
mobile paging.
2This hypothesis is confirmed by the results presented in section 3.5.3.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the learning process for order-2 markovian models. The
mobiles’ motion generates location histories that allow agents to build a set of
“context, next-AP” couples (here denoted between brackets). The special “OFF”
AP is introduced when the MH leaves the network; since we do not aim at predicting
this event, those APs do not appear in the learning sets.
3.3 Wireless traces
The traces used have been collected by Dartmouth University in the context of the
CRAWDAD project ([Kot05]). It is a collection of events generated by the WiFi
network of the campus. Syslog and SNMP data have been recorded for 2 years and
cover 6202 MHs and 575 APs ([KE02]).
This data have been analysed ([SKJH04a]) to extract the actual movement
traces (i.e. for each MH, a sequence of APs). A special AP, denoted OFF, indicates
that a mobile has been ’deauthenticated’ or that it has not generated any activity
since at least 30 minutes; we then consider that it has been disconnected from the
network.
Each MH is identified using its MAC address; we assume that each MAC address
matches one (and only one) user. Apparatus with more than one interface and
apparatus shared by more than one person are considered rare.
As it is commonly done in machine learning, the traces have been divided into
two distinct parts: 5/6 are used as a learning set, the rest being an independent
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test set used solely in section 3.6.
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Figure 3.2: Distributions of learning sets cardinalities regarding MHC (left) and
APC (right). The x-axis is logarithmic.
In the following, the same data are exploited to perform MH and AP-based pre-
dictions. More formally, each time MHmmoves, its last nmovements Lmi−n, . . . , L
m
i−1
and the next AP Lmi are used to learn the parameters of an order-n markovian
model; those “context, next AP” couples are the elements (or learning samples) of
the learning set. With MHC, the prediction agent is bound to ’m’; with APC, it
is bound to Lmi−1. Notice that the contexts fed to L
m
i−1 always end with L
m
i−1; an
order n model built with APC is thus as complex as an order n − 1 model built
using MHC.
Figure 3.1 depicts graphically the learning process. Each time a terminal moves,
its new AP is appended to its mobility trace; a special ’OFF’ AP is added when
the MH is disconnected from the network. This trace is then converted to a series
of “context, next-AP” couples; the maximal context length depends on the order
of the models built. The couples corresponding to MH m populate the learning
set bound to m (left); the couples whose context ends with AP p are the learning
samples that compose the learning set of p’s agent (right).
Notice that the number of elements in a mobile trace is nearly equal to the
number of “context, AP”couples it generates (but not exactly because of the ’OFF’
APs), and that an agent performs a prediction each time it receives a new learning
sample. Thus, the number of movements, the learning set cardinality, and the
number of predictions are virtually equal and can be used interchangeably.
Figure 3.2 compares APC and MHC in terms of the distributions of the learning
sets’ cardinality (i.e. the number of “context, next AP” couples). A lot of MHs
barely move: 12% perform less than 8 movements (plot on the left, sum of the
percentages reported in the first 3 bars). On the contrary, few APs are unpopular:
15% are crossed by less than 256 MHs. The impact of under-learning should thus
be more pronounced using the distributed MHC method.
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3.3.1 Ping-ponging
It is known (e.g. [CLF06]) that such dataset exhibits the ping-ponging artefact
(ping-ponging is defined as repeatedly changing one’s current association back and
forth between two —or more— access points).
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Figure 3.3: Ratio of learning sets cardinalities before and after ping-ponging re-
moval for two network interface manufacturers. APs are sorted by decreasing mean
reduction ratio.
A device usually chooses to connect with the reachable AP characterized by
the strongest signal, which depends on the mobile’s motion and —on a shorter
time scale— on the signal propagation conditions. A (device-dependent) hysteresis
mechanism usually decreases ping-ponging impact.
Mobility prediction is concerned about the physical movements of mobile termi-
nals, not about those quick artefacts. If the purpose of prediction is, for example,
to reserve an amount of bandwidth B, a simple strategy could be to allocate B/2
at both APs between which ping-ponging appears; those APs are thus considered
as one entity. As a consequence, it is likely that the mechanism using prediction
as an input would consider APs that frequently ping-pong as a single entity. This
does not mean that predicting ping-ponging is not an interesting topic, but that it
is only marginally related to the question studied here. We thus try to remove this
artefact.
Considering the location history L1, . . . , Ln of a MH, the movement to Ln is
classified as ping-ponging if Ln−2 = Ln. This simple rule surely does trigger “false
positive”: MHs physically moving back and forth from an AP to another are clas-
sified as ping-ponging. However, such situations are likely to be rare as confirmed
by the results below.
Table 3.1 shows how frequent ping-ponging is, and figure 3.3 correlates it with
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two interface manufacturers. Table 3.1 gives the ratio between the models learning
set cardinality with and without the elements considered as ping-ponging. We can
draw several lessons from those numbers.
First, our ping-pong criterion looks reasonable since the results vary between
manufacturers: it finds handovers triggered by a technological cause, not by actual
MHs’ movements. This is confirmed by table 3.2 which shows that prediction accu-
racy is virtually manufacturer-independent once ping-ponging has been removed.
Second, the reduction ratio of the learning sets cardinality caused by ping-
ponging is high: about 3 movements out of 10 are removed. This is likely to
explain some results presented in [SKJH04a], showing that it is useless to use
complex methods (e.g. based on Lempel-Ziv): simple, low order markovian models
suffice to predict ping-ponging. It would be interesting to repeat the experiments
without this bias.
Third, since the MH’s location history depends on interface manufacturers when
ping-ponging is not removed, APC predictions could be slightly improved if differ-
ent models were built for each one.
Finally, the standard deviations reported in table 3.1 are bringing to light very
different profiles of MHs: some experience lots of ping-ponging, others very few.
Furthermore, quite different results are found when considering all the MHs as
equally important (table 3.1, left column) or when they are weighted according
to their trace length (right column) since ping-ponging generates a lot of artificial
movements.
From now on, all the ping-pong movements have been expunged from the traces.
The prediction accuracy for both APC and MHC is then given in table 3.2,
which can be compared to table 3.3. The accuracy of MHC does now virtually not
depend on the manufacturer and, for high-order models, the difference between
APC and MHC is quite small (from 55.2% to 59.8%). One can conclude that
ping-ponging is easily predictable since performance is now worst than reported in
Learning set reduction ratio
Manufacturer Not weighted Weighted
Agere Systems 44.9% (23.8%) 63.1% (27.3%)
Xircom 52.6% (27.4%) 65.4% (25.0%)
Aironet Wireless 58.9% (26.1%) 71.3% (26.0%)
Apple Computer 72.3% (20.9%) 79.0% (20.1%)
Table 3.1: Ratio of learning sets cardinalities by interface manufacturer. Standard
deviations are given between parentheses. The numbers given in the left column
consider that all the mobiles are equally important; in the right column, reduc-
tion ratios are weighted according the mobiles’ traces length. Only manufacturers
representing at least 200 MHs are shown.
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Order APC MHC
Average Agere Xircom Aironet Apple
1 28.7% 39.4% 38.8% 40.0% 39.9% 38.6%
2 47.6% 58.4% 56.6% 59.3% 59.3% 58.9%
3 53.0% 59.5% 57.4% 60.4% 60.3% 60.1%
4 55.2% 59.8% 57.5% 60.7% 60.7% 60.4%
5 55.4% 59.6% 57.5% 60.6% 60.5% 60.2%
Table 3.2: Prediction accuracy without ping-pong movements. Using models of
higher order (greater than 5) shows no improvement.
table 3.3
3.4 Next-AP predictions accuracy
Table 3.3 shows the next-AP prediction accuracy using both APC and MHC, for
various model orders.
W/o ping-pong With ping-pong
Order APC MHC APC MHC
0 N/A3 24.0% N/A 38.7%
1 28.7% 39.4% 40.9% 68.4%
2 47.6% 58.4% 64.5% 72.9%
3 53.0% 59.5% 64.9% 73.0%
4 55.2% 59.8% 65.1% 73.0%
5 55.4% 59.6% 64.9% 72.8%
Table 3.3: This table gives the prediction scheme performance. Each number
corresponds to the ratio between the number of accurate predictions and the total
number of predictions. The columns on the right show the performance one would
obtain if ping-ponging were not removed.
We first observe that a simple, statistical approach4 gives unsatisfactory re-
sults. Models improve quickly: order-2 models are quasi-optimal. Beyond that,
performance improves very slowly and reaches its apogee with order-4 models.
Performance decreases with models of higher order, showing a slight over-learning.
The columns on the right are those obtained if the ping-ponging movements are
3An order n model is based on contexts of length n. With APC, the prediction agent is the
same as the last element of the context, which is undefined in the case of a context of length 0.
4That is, an order 0 for MHC, or 1 for APC.
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not removed; they show that ping-ponging is easy to predict, even with simple
markovian models.
Results related to MHC are in accordance with [SKJH04b]. Since table 3.3
shows that ping-ponging has a major impact on the prediction results, it would be
interesting to repeat the experiments presented in [SKJH04b] once ping-ponging
has been filtered out.
The good prediction ratio is, overall, quite low. We can suppose that it would
be higher for other kinds of networks where terminals are usually not switched off
during their displacements (e.g. GSM), even if some of the terminals composing this
dataset are WiFi phones ([KE02]). In this study, absolute accuracy performance
is not our primary concern; we here emphasize the differences between APC and
MHC schemes.
The decentralized MHC scheme works better than APC. This result was ex-
pected, as different persons have their specific behaviour: averaging the movement
patterns of the people crossing the same AP only gives a rough estimate of the
way they move. Surprisingly however, the accuracy difference between APC and
MHC is small (from 55.4% to 59.8%); in practice, this means that getting decent
prediction performance does not require to embed a prediction agent in each mo-
bile: placing them in the fixed infrastructure can suffice. Section 3.5.2 gives hints
on why the results of the two methods are so close.
3.5 Stressing the differences between APC and
MHC
3.5.1 Prediction accuracy vs learning set cardinality
The markovian models’ parameters learning process and the prediction process are
interleaved: when a mobile is associated with an AP, this AP predicts where the
terminal is going; as soon as the next AP is known, this piece of information is
added to the learning set and allows it to improve the mobility model. The ratio
of accurate predictions is thus a function of the elapsed learning time, and the way
it evolves depends on the method used —APC or MHC.
Figure 3.4 (bold lines, left axis) draws the instantaneous prediction accuracy as
a function of the learning sets cardinality. This plot shows that learning sets made
of a few hundred elements lead to prediction ratios of more than 40%, regardless
of whether prediction agents depend on APs or MHs. For bigger learning sets,
both methods show different profiles. For APC, performance gets slowly better
and stabilizes at 55% when the learning set is made of about 3000 samples. With
MHC, the results increase much faster, reaching 60% when the learning set is
composed of 1000 elements, and settling at about 73% with 2000 elements. This
last percentage is astonishingly good and is thus studied more carefully below.
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Figure 3.4: Prediction accuracy (strong lines, left axis) and proportion of prediction
agents (thin lines, right axis) vs learning sets’ cardinality using order 3 models.
On the same figure, thin lines (right axis) give the proportion of prediction
agents which have a learning set cardinality higher than a given value. For example,
for MHC, about 80% of the mobiles have a learning set composed of less than 500
elements. The curve associated with MHC decreases much faster than that of
APC: nearly all the models have a learning set with a cardinality smaller than
3000. The APC curve has a very different shape: there are still some learning sets
with cardinalities greater than 8000 elements. Only a small number of MHs are
thus responsible for prediction ratios higher than 70%. A manual inspection of
motion traces shows that ping-ponging between 3 APs or more seems to explain
this anomaly. Fortunately, this situation is rare and should only marginally impact
the average performance.
This figure allows finding the steady-state (i.e. on the long run) good prediction
ratio reached by each method. If APC clearly settles at about 55%, the case of
MHC needs to be considered more carefully. As mentioned above, performance of
70% or more are not realistic. We thus remove the 10% of best performing MHs
and measure the performance of the remaining mobiles once they have reached
a learning set cardinality greater than 500 elements; the good prediction ratio
obtained is then 60.8%.
3.5.2 Next-AP distributions’ entropy
Knowing the last APs encountered by a mobile terminal (or context) does not allow
a perfect prediction of its next AP. This uncertainty can be formalized as a random
distribution of next APs; this distribution is characterized by a given entropy. This
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entropy is commonly linked to the difficulty of predicting the motion of the mobile.
More formally, let C be the set of contexts, Na(c) the number of times context
c has been observed by the prediction agent a, and L the set of APs. A prediction
agent a is characterized by an entropy given by:
Ha = −
1∑
c∈C Na(c)
∑
c∈C
Na(c)
∑
l∈L
Pa(l|c) log2 Pa(l|c) (3.3)
Pa(l|c) is the probability estimated by a that l will be the next AP given the context
c; it can be estimated using (3.2). Formula (3.3) thus computes the mean next-AP
distribution entropy for each context, weighted by the context popularity.
Mean entropies of order 1, 2, and 3 models are given in table 3.4 for APC and
MHC.
Method 1 2 3
APC 1.86 (0.95) 1.72 (1.18) 1.58 (0.49)
MHC 0.98 (0.50) 0.82 (0.66) 0.91 (0.37)
Table 3.4: Next-cell distribution entropies (in bits). Standard deviations are given
between parentheses.
The two schemes exhibit strong differences. This runs counter to the results
obtained in terms of prediction accuracy (see table 3.3) which showed a difference
indeed, but as small as about 5%. From this experiment, we can conclude that
MHC clearly predicts more precisely which APs might be next encountered by a
MH, but this problem is different from the one studied in this here, which is only
concerned with finding the most probable next AP. Thus, even if entropy estimation
allows us to get a quantitative measurement of the mobiles’ motion uncertainty
given a model, and even if next-AP predictions accuracy is directly impacted by
the model’s precision, directly linking entropy to prediction accuracy gives a biased
picture.
Figure 3.5 gives a clear view of how entropy is distributed among the APs. Each
rectangle depicts an AP; its center’s coordinates gives its entropy as computed by
APC (x axis) and MHC (y axis). The x coordinate of the rectangle related to AP p
is computed according to (3.3); for the y coordinate, we only take into account
contexts ending with p. As expected, APC gives a entropy higher than MHC.
The rectangles’ sizes are proportional to the number of “context, next-AP”
couples that allowed us to estimate the entropy. To compute meaningful entropies,
we do not allow an agent to report its entropy if it has been computed using less
than 100 such couples. The dimension representing 25,000 couples is drawn near
the graph’s top-left corner. This explains the presence of flat rectangles: they
match AP where most MHs passing by do not come back more than 100 times
(notice that since they are crossed by a lot of different mobiles, APC often report
an entropy higher than 3 bits). Popularity vary strongly between APs, a lot of
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Figure 3.5: Next-AP distribution entropy for order 2 markovian models. The
dotted line depicts the points where the next-cell distribution entropy is the same
for both APC and MHC methods.
them being visited only from time to time, and a few being crossed more than
10,000 times.
3.5.3 Time division
It is commonly supposed (e.g. [CS98b]) that it is desirable to divide a learning
set in homogeneous time slices: it seems for example sensible to expect different
motion behaviours during the week-end and during the rest of the week, and it is
thus reasonable to build different models for those periods of time.
Granularity APC MHC
No time division 55.2% 59.8%
Week/Week end 54.2% 58.4%
Morning/Afternoon 54.1% 58.2%
January 2003 53.8% 57.0%
Two hours periods 53.1% 53.4%
Days of week 52.0% 54.6%
Table 3.5: Prediction accuracy when different order 4 models are built for various
time divisions. The results given are the (weighted) mean performance of the
models built.
Using such a method would however bring two drawbacks: (a) the start of the
model’s learning curve could cause bad performance, and (b) short time periods
could yield too small learning sets.
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Table 3.5 gives the results obtained using various time divisions.
The results are surprising: in no case do the time slices improve the results. Two
hypotheses can explain this fact: (a) the MHs’ behaviours are the same during all
the time periods (movements are not cyclic and can be described as a stationary
process) or (b) the motion context already captures those differences.
3.6 Predicting the behaviour of new mobiles
A mobile terminal regularly connects with networks it has never seen before; it is
usually the case of a user using a GSM phone on holidays. In these circumstances,
the MHC method is of no use but APC could give satisfying results.
To simulate this situation, we divide MHs into two disjoint sets. The first is the
learning set (LS, 5005 mobiles), the second the test set (TS, 1197 mobiles). The
learning set allows us to build markovian models, as before. Those models are then
used to predict the next AP of the mobiles in the test set.
Order LS LS as TS TS
1 28.7% 28.8% 23.4%
2 47.6% 49.4% 39.0%
3 53.0% 58.9% 45.9%
4 55.2% 66.8% 48.5%
5 55.4% 71.5% 49.0%
Table 3.6: Prediction accuracy of APC using various test sets.
Table 3.6 compares the results obtained previously using APC (first column,
they can also be found in table 3.3) with those obtained when the learning set is
used as a test set (middle column), and those obtained using an independent test
set (third column).
The very good result achieved when the learning and test sets are identical
(middle column) reveals that simple models based on Markov chains can learn
the characteristics of individual behaviours. As a corollary, using those models to
predict the motion of mobiles that have never been seen before (last column) gives
mitigated results that do not even reach 50%.
3.7 Conclusions and future works
Mobility prediction schemes can be divided into two main classes, here designated
AP-centric (or centralized) and MH-centric (or decentralized). Quite surprisingly,
they have never been directly quantitatively compared.
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We have partially filled this gap using a study based on markovian models. The
parameters of those models are fit via the analysis of a database containing the real
motion traces of the mobile hosts of a campus WiFi network.
It allows us to draw a number of conclusions:
• Contrary to what one may have expected, the measured accuracy difference
between APC and MHC is only a few percents (typically 55% vs 59%).
• In any case, the prediction accuracy is low (less than 60%); this is certainly
a characteristic of WiFi users, and we expect other networks (e.g. GSM) to
exhibit more predictable, regular motion patterns. This is not a real concern
for this study as we are more interested in comparing APC and MHC rather
than in absolute results.
• Next-AP prediction uncertainty can be estimated by an entropy measure-
ment, but this only partially reflects prediction accuracy and, in this case,
does not provide an accurate comparison of APC and MHC. One should thus
refrain from linking entropy to prediction accuracy as this can introduce a
bias.
• Quite surprisingly, we notice that building models specific to certain periods
of time (week/week-end, morning/afternoon) does not bring any improve-
ment.
• Using APC, next-AP prediction can be performed for mobiles that have never
been connected to the network. The results are appreciably worse than when
the MH are involved in the learning process, which shows that even simple
markovian models can learn individual behaviours.
This comparison could be continued along several lines. For example, the rele-
vance of an hybrid method combining APC and MHC schemes could be explored;
the prediction of APC could, for example, be used when a MH reaches an AP it
has never seen before. This situation barely arises in the dataset used here, hence
such an experiment should be tried using traces extracted from a different network.
It would also be particularly desirable to reproduce the experiments presented
here using other (more complex) models, different (more informative) pieces of
information (e.g. measurements of the angle of arrival), and other kinds of wireless
networks (e.g. GSM).
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Performing Mobility Prediction
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A Generic Mobility Prediction Method
. . . the question of whether Machines Can Think. . . is about
as relevant as the question of whether Submarines Can Swim.
— EDSGER W. DIJKSTRA, The threats to computing
science (1984)
I
n this chapter we present an original mobility prediction method. It has been
designed to mitigate some shortcomings observed on other schemes, notably by
means of genericity which is achieved on two levels:
• It is technology agnostic. Every mobility prediction algorithm depends on
a source of information that allows it to monitor the mobiles motion; the
algorithm presented here can handle various types of information sources
without any modification.
• It does not rely on restrictive assumptions such as the knowledge of the AP
coverage geometry.
Various simulations have been conducted to validate this scheme and to give an
idea of its accuracy and robustness.
4.1 Introduction
We have already presented a number of mobility prediction methods in chapter 2.
We have seen that they generaly rely on two assumptions:
• The mobile motion is monitored using some pieces of information. Those can
be very precise (e.g. GPS positions), less informative (e.g. received signal
strengths), or very fragmentary (e.g. previous AR(s), time of the day, time
elapsed in the cell,. . . [HM99, CS98b]). The type of information processed by
the prediction scheme is assumed known in advance.
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• The knowledge of the access points surroundings is assumed known. For ex-
ample, this knowledge can encompass the cell geometry (for cellular networks,
see [LBC98]), or the road map of the cell coverage area (see section 2.1.5). In
absence of such information, some methods rely on rough hypotheses, such
as hexagonal cells organized in bee’s nest; figure 4.1 illustrates how inappro-
priate those hypotheses can be certain environments.
Figure 4.1: Signal propagation simulation for GSM micro-cells at the centre of
Brussels, Belgium (courtesy of BASE R©). Notice that antennas are not distributed
in bee’s nest, nor is the propagation uniform (streets behave as wave guides in
urban environments).
We here propose a generic mobility prediction method that removes those as-
sumptions. We aim for a method that can easily be adapted to various kinds of
networks, i.e. we seek technology independence.
In order to get genericity, we rely on a simple artificial intelligence technique that
allows us to directly link the mobile motion observation to the handover mechanism.
To be as generic as possible, the movement patterns learning process presented
here tries and accomodate any type of information emitted by MHs, and gives a
simple statistical result when there is none. It is based on a simple AI technique
and gives to mobiles a simple role.
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4.2 Movement patterns and Markov processes
Let’s consider somebody walking down a street using a mobile device connected to
a wireless IP network. This device communicates with a given Access Point (AP)
and can regularly measure some information directly related to the path it follows
(e.g. given by the layer 2 protocol or a separate apparatus such as a GPS).
Reporting these measurements at discrete time steps t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , we get a
sequence of observations (respectively O1, O2, O3, . . . ), each of them being a vector
of discrete or continuous values.
Since we are interested in the paths followed by mobiles, let’s divide the zone
near an AP in small areas (or states) Qi and try to match those states with se-
quences’ observations. Let qt be the state matching the tth observation (see fig-
ure 4.2).
S1
S2
. . .
AP
T’
O1
O6
O7
O8
q′
4
q′
2
q2q1 O5
. . .
O2 O3
O4
q4q3 = q′3
T
Figure 4.2: Two trajectories near an AP and the associated set of observations and
states.
If mobiles movements were memoryless, i.e. if:
P (qt = Qi | qt−1 = Qj, qt−2 = Qk, . . . ) = P (qt = Qi | qt−1 = Qj) (∀t) (4.1)
then it would be a first order Markov chain and the model shown hereafter would be
particularly well suited. Unfortunately, the simple example at figure 4.2 shows that
(4.1) does not hold (one can’t distinguish between trajectories T and T ′ knowing q3
or q′3 only, but can if it’s given q2 or q
′
2). Despite that, simulations under different
conditions show that it gives good results if it’s used as explained later on (see
section 4.4.1).
Considering a walker without any a priori information linked to an AP for a
given time, we can get an observation sequence S. S is stochastic for at least two
reasons:
a. each observation can be corrupted by noise or some other kind of measurement
error.
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b. nobody walks randomly, but usually several paths could be followed in an AP’s
zone of influence.
Because of a., the state-to-observation matching can only be probabilistic, so
we’ll define a observation’s probability function of a given state. Because of b.,
guessing qt knowing qt−1 can’t be done exactly, so we’ll define a state transition
probability matrix.
In practice, the different states qi a mobile is passing by are hidden, but can be
deduced from observation sequences. This kind of (doubly stochastic) process can
be modelled using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).
4.3 Markov processes and HMMs
4.3.1 Overview of HMMs
A HMM ([RJ86, Rab89]) is a model of observation sequences S = O1, O2, O3, . . .
as explained in section 4.2. It is characterized by:
• N states: Q1, Q2, . . . , QN . The state at time t is denoted qt;
• a set of observation’s probability distibution functions: B = {bi(O)}.
bi(O) = P (O at t | qt = Qi) ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.2)
• a state transition probability matrix: A = {aij}.
aij = P (qt = Qj | qt−1 = Qi) ∀i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.3)
The following properties hold:
0 ≤ aij ≤ 1 ∀i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.4)
N∑
j=1
aij = 1 ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.5)
• the probability that Qi is the initial state of a sequence:
pii = P (q1 = Qi) ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.6)
Let pi be the set of these probabilities: pi = {pii}.
A HMM model is usually denoted λ = (A,B, pi) which reminds of the parame-
ters involved.
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The probability of observing a sequence S and a sequence of states
Q = q1, q2, q3, . . . qT given a model λ is simply the probability that q1 is the ini-
tial state, times the probability of observing O1 at q1 (hereafter denoted piq1 = pii
with i such that q1 = Qi), times the probability of going from q1 to q2,. . . :
P (S | Q, λ) P (Q | λ) = piq1b(O1)aq1q2b(O2)aq2q3 . . . aqT−1qT b(OT ) (4.7)
To get the probability of S given λ, we simply sum the probability of all the
possible state sequences:
P (S | λ) =
∑
all Q
P (S | Q, λ) P (Q | λ) (4.8)
Another problem of great interest is: how can one find the most probable state
sequence matching a given observation sequence S:
Q∗ = argmax
Q
P (S,Q | λ) (4.9)
The calculation of (4.8) and (4.9) are well known problems that have been
resolved efficiently ([Rab89]).
4.3.2 HMM training
The last unresolved question is: how can one adjust the model parameters of
λ = (A,B, pi) to best suit a set of observation sequences? It depends on what best
suits means in this context and it usually has no exact analytical solution. An
approximated estimate can however be found using iterative algorithms that seek
for locally optimal solutions.
An often used optimization criterion is the maximum likelihood (optimizing
P (S | λ)), yielding to the Baum-Welch algorithm. Another criterion is the state
optimized likelihood (optimizing P (S,Q∗ | λ), where Q∗ is given by (4.9)), which
lead to the k-means algorithm. This last algorithm has been used in this work; it
is briefly described in figure 4.3.
This work has been an opportunity to program the classical algorithms related
to HMMs in the open source Jahmm library (appendix B gives more details).
This library has been used in various research activities ([ZBRC06, LC05, LH05,
CKP+06]. . . ) and as an educational tool for several machine learning courses.
4.4 HMMs and path prediction
4.4.1 Overview
In mobile IP networks, access routers manage mobile nodes arrivals and departures.
Using this method, the movement pattern learning takes place in each AR, so that
the MN’s role is kept minimum.
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Figure 4.3: The k-means training algorithm ([JR90]). Let’s imagine four cars that
regularly deliver their coordinates; they all come from the west, three of them
go to the north-east, on to the south-east (see the top-left diagram). One can
get a first approximation of the resulting HMM by clustering the observations
(top-right diagram, rectangles in light grey); each of those groups matches a state
of the HMM (here, it has been chosen to use four states). We deduce: (a) the
weights of the state transitions (directly extracted from the state sequences), and
(b) the probability density functions, estimated from the observations matching the
state (here depicted by an error ellipse of a normal distribution). After that, one
can compute, for each observation sequence, the associated most probable state
sequence (equation (4.9), only one sequence is depicted on the diagram); one can
them compare, for each observation, its most probable state and the state that had
been associated at the previous step. If they don’t match, the HMM is modified
and re-estimated. This process is repeated until no more modification takes place.
The algorithm convergence is guaranteed for discrete variables; continuous variables
require additional hypothesis on the bi functions ([Rab89, JR90]).
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1
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from(m)
to(m)
L2 data
MN m
MN arrived
MN arrived
cAR
Obs. Seq. Learning HMMs
Obs. Seq. Path Prediction
Registered MNsNeighbours
Registration
Figure 4.4: Overview of the proposed mobility prediction architecture. Once cAR
has seen enough MN’s passing by in order to learn their typical behaviour, the
path prediction procedure happens as follow: (1) A MN m leaves the AR from(m)
and goes towards cAR. — (2) It registers with cAR. — (3) cAR informs from(m)
about m’s arrival. It adds from(m) to its neighbours list (if it has not been done
before, which is unlikely since we suppose that the learning process is terminated).
— (4) From time to time, m emits observations about its journey; this lets cAR
build a sequence and check its probability using the HMMs. When it appears that
one HMM is clearly more probable than the others, the matching neighbour can be
informed. — (5) The same procedure takes place when m leaves cAR and reaches
to(m). — (6) to(m) informs cAR about m’s arrival (just as cAR did).
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In this context, the path prediction’s purpose is twofold:
• learning the typical MN’s movement patterns so as to guess their future AR;
• sending to each neighbouring AR statistical information related to MNs that
are likely to turn towards it (possibly together with related indication, as the
needed QoS).
We say ARj is in the neighbourhood of ARi if mobile nodes regularly travel
from ARi to ARj; therefore, the neighbouring relation is dynamic and must be
constantly reevaluated. To let an AR know its neighbours, we suppose that every
MN remembers the last AR he was registered with; this way, a neighbour can give
an AR notice of a mobile’s arrival.
This neighbouring relation is a key point here, and it is determined by the way
the mobiles travel between the ARs. Let R be the set of MNs registered with
the current AR cAR (i.e. the one we are interested in). We denote from(m)
the AR a MN m visited just before the current one; similarly, to(m) is the next
AR m will register with. The current AR’s set of neighbours is denoted N ; thus,
∀m ∈ R : from(m) ∈ N and to(m) ∈ N .
It could be possible to catch the behaviours of all the MNs an AR is involved
with using only one HMM, but we don’t think this is the best way to organize the
learning process. In order to get observation sequences as close as possible to (4.1),
one shouldn’t mix unsimilar sequences. It is thus proposed to create a different
model for sequences built by mobiles which are not going to or coming from the
same AR; so, the number of HMMs grows as the number of neighbours squared.
Let λi,j be the HMM associated with the mobiles going from ARi to ARj. We will
see that the number of sequences used to build λi,j will take some importance; let
pi,j be that number and pi their sum (
∑
j∈N pi,j).
Figure 4.4 gives an overview of the different actions involved when a MN m is
passing by the access routers from(m), cAR and finally to(m). On its travel, it can
send L2 information (e.g. piggybacked with other kinds of data) which are received
and stored by cAR. When registering with to(m), the MN sends the address of the
AR he just left (cAR) together with its Home Address; then, to(m) informs cAR
about the MN’s arrival, so that it can:
• add to(m) to its neighbours list. This list is regularly cleaned up so as to
remove unrefreshed entries;
• match the MN’s home address with the addresses of recently-gone MNs and
find the associated (L2) observation sequence;
• use it to build λi,j. It cannot be done before enough sequences have been
collected.
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Once the learning process is stabilized, the path prediction itself takes place. A
MN m generates a sequence S = O1, O2, O3, . . . ; let Si be S truncated so that only
the first i observations remain. Each time an new observation is emitted, the AR
can compute
Pj = P (Si | λfrom(m),j) ∀j ∈ N (4.10)
using (4.8). The ratio between those probabilities weighted by pfrom(m),j/pfrom(m)
tells us towards which neighbour m is likely to go, and the certainty of doing so.
HMM2,3
→ AR 1→ AR 2
→ AR 3
→ AR 4
AntennaA
B
C D
E
F
G
H
I
pi = 1
Figure 4.5: A simulation of path learning. The left picture shows a map of one-way
roads. The cars that are coming from A and find their way to E, G and I at random.
As they are passing by, they generate sequences of observations; those sequences
can be learned by a HMM, as shown in the right figure. Each state is drawn using
its gaussian observation probability function’s covariance ellipse (enlarged 1.5 times
for clarity).
Let’s consider the issues that could prevent the method from scaling. The only
messages needed to apply the method are shown in figure 4.4; the amount of the
data sent during the registration process is small and the various data sent during
the MN journey can be piggybacked (for example, the Mobile IPv4 registration
process requires 116 bytes).
The estimation of the parameters of the HMMs given in the next section takes
less than 1 second per model1; furthermore, the learning process can be done off-
line, on a representative sample of the learning set. Computing the probability of
a sequence (given a model) can be done in a few milliseconds. The complexity of
the algorithm is N2T , N being the number of model’s states and T the length of
the sequence.
4.4.2 First simulations
Figure 4.5 shows the results given by a simulation of the above procedure. Cars
equipped with a GPS are passing by an AR; thus, the observations are 2-dimensional
(x, y) vectors giving the position of the car. To be as generic as possible, we suppose
that all the observation probabilities can be modeled using a gaussian probability
1Computation done with 400 sequences using a Java prototype on a Pentium 1.2GHz.
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function; thus, results could be made even better if probability functions were built
more carefully, at the expense of generality.
The left picture shows the topology of some one-way roads. The vehicules come
from A and travel as indicated by the arrows; at each crossing, the cars choose their
way randomly. The speed of each car is a random constant (linearly distributed
between a minimum and a maximum value) and observations are emitted regularly.
We can be given an insight into the computed HMM using a graphical represen-
tation (see the right picture): the transition probabilities are depicted by lines
of different widths, and the probability distribution of each state by a covariance
ellipse2.
As one can see in figure 4.6, for the example given, the HMM easily discriminates
the different sequences and the next-neighbour prediction should never fail.
Now, an important point is: how can we replace the GPS data with a different
one, for example the mobile-antenna distance (which could be derived from the
received antenna power)? In fact, nearly no modifications is needed at all: the
HMMs just learn 1-dimensional vectors instead of 2-dimensional ones. Figure 4.7
shows the results with this new configuration; they should be compared with those
of figure 4.6.
Simulations of this technique have been realized (using mobiles-antenna dis-
tances) with several maps of different complexity. With simple maps, such as the
one presented at figure 4.5, the prediction gives nearly perfect results (between 98
and 100%). A more complex map made of 40 intricated roads and 7 potential
neighbouring ARs shows the importance of the sequences length and HMM size:
5 states HMMs modeling sequences of 5 observations on average guess the correct
next neighbour 67% of the time. This number is as high as 82% when using 10
states HMMs with sequences of 10 observations on average. Interestingly, when
counting as a good guess the actual next AR being one of the first two most proba-
ble next neighbours, those figures grow to 88% and 94% respectively. Mixing short
sequences with large HMMs (or the other way round, long sequences with small
HMMs) gives intermediate results. The influence of noise can be reduced using
longer sequences, up to a certain level where the sequences become indistinguish-
able.
4.5 Simulations
4.5.1 Principle
To perform mobility predictions in a more realistic settings, what precedes has to
be a little bit refined.
2 The covariance ellipse (or error ellipse) of a bivariate gaussian probability function is an
ellipse of constant probability density, centered at each variable’s mean, and such that the prob-
ability of an observation to be in this ellipse is ≈ 0.39.
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Figure 4.6: Prediction (using GPS coordinates). Those graphs show the evolution
of P (Si | λ) with i (i.e. how the next-neighbour predition evolves as the time
passes) for a mobile that goes from A to I (see figure 4.5). The two dashed curves
correspond to the probability that the sequence belongs to each of the two given
HMM; the plain one is their ratio (and should be smaller than 1 if the prediction
is right). The top graph shows that when a mobile chooses to reach I via B, F
and H, the prediction is easy because this path is very different from the one that
reaches E (A-B-C-D-E). On the contrary, the bottom graph shows that while the
mobile travels towards E, the probabilities ratio stays close to 1 during the first 3
observations.
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Figure 4.7: Prediction (using antenna distance). Those graphs are very similar to
those of figure 4.6. Here, the observations are the distances between the mobile
and the antenna it is linked to (this antenna is situated near the middle of the road
map; see figure 4.5). The prediction process behaves much like with a GPS, but is
less precise.
Let Si,j be the set of observation sequences matching the mobiles moving from
ARi to ARj. Let ni,j be the number of sequence of Si,j.
As explained above, the training of λi,j is performed thanks to Si,j (see sec-
tion 4.3.2). The learning time period should be short enough to be able to adapt
to the varying motion behaviour along the day; one must take care of keeping a
learning set large enough so that it can be used to extract the typical motion habits.
Once the prediction process takes place, the most probable next neighbour must
be estimated using (4.10) which must be slightly modified to cope with the fact
that some neighbours might be more popular than others.
Pj =
nfrom(m),j∑n
i=1 nfrom(m),i
P (Si | λfrom(m),j) ∀j ∈ N (4.11)
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4.5.2 Observations without noise
One of the main factors that can impact the next neighbour prediction accuracy is
the complexity of the road map in the area considered. This is easily understand-
able: increasing the number of potential paths leading to a next neighbour leads
to HMMs which must be able to recognize thoses trajectories; the HMMs are thus
more complex and the probability of seeing two different paths (leading to different
neighbours) producing similar observation sequences is increased.
We have build several maps of increasing complexities. On each of them, the
mobiles move at a constant (yet random) speed along the roads, following the
arrows, and choose their way randomly each time they reach a crossroad.
Another factor likely to impact the method is the mean length of the generated
sequences (i.e. their number of elements). Intuitively, longer sequences give a
better view of the underlying trajectory and, thus, help the prediction process. In
the following simulations, observations are generated every time step. The duration
of a time step thus allows to change the mean sequence length.
The value of an important parameter has to be chosen: the HMMs number
of states. The higher the number of states, the more precise the model. The
training time of the HMMs of course increases with the number of states, but the
processing time requirements are not a big concern in this context: HMMs are
only re-evaluated from time to time, when the MHs motion behaviour might have
changed.
Figure 4.8 gives the results of the simulations undertaken.
The simulations training conditions are as follows: the mobiles move according
to the maps depicted figure 4.8. During their journey, they emit observations at
regular time intervals. Once they reach the map border, the AR towards which they
are headed is determined and the observation sequence is collected. This sequence
is used by the training/prediction process as explained above.
In figure 4.8, the “training” column gives the results obtained thanks to a train-
ing based on the distance between the MH and the antenna they are linked to. The
training has been done with 5 and 10 states HMMs, and with sequences made of 5
or 10 observations.
The “statistical” column gives the performances obtained if the MHs cannot
emit any observation. In this case, the second term of (4.11) is simply equal to 1,
and the prediction is purely statistical. This method might appear rather radical at
first, it is however the only one that can be used in the presence of “blind” terminals
(such as a laptop without any wireless interface), an important particular case. One
should notice that those statistics are useful to put anticipated shared resources in
place (see [CS98b, HM99]), and that they are directly accessible in the framework
presented here.
Formula 4.8 allows build a list that ranks the potential next access routers
according to their probability. The numbers included in the columns titled“1st”are
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Map Learning Statistical
AR1 AR2 AR3
AR4 AR5 AR6
AR7
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 100% 100% 99% 100%
10 100% 100% 100% 100%
1st 2nd
51% 100%
AR1 AR2 AR3
AR4 AR5 AR6
AR7
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 89% 98% 97% 99%
10 94% 100% 95% 100%
1st 2nd
26% 51%
AR1 AR2 AR3
AR4 AR5 AR6
AR7
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 91% 98% 91% 100%
10 91% 98% 93% 100%
1st 2nd
33% 55%
AR1 AR2 AR3
AR4 AR5 AR6
AR7
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 67% 88% 78% 91%
10 79% 93% 81% 95%
1st 2nd
30% 59%
AR1 AR2 AR3
AR4 AR5 AR6
AR7
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 67% 88% 72% 87%
10 78% 95% 82% 94%
1st 2nd
30% 57%
Figure 4.8: Simulations with noiseless observations. The left column depicts the
maps used during the simulations; complex maps are supersets of simpler ones. The
simulation results are given in the other two columns. The middle one is related to
simulations based on the distance between the mobiles and the AP; the right one is
a purely statistical prediction (no observations are emitted). The columns labeled
“1st” give the prediction accuracy, those labeled with “2nd” consider a prediction
as accurate if the next AR is the most likely or the second most likely prediction.
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the percentages of accurate predictions — i.e. such that to(m) is the first element
of this AR list. The columns titled “2nd” give the same piece of information, but
to(m) can this time be the first or second element.
The first map is quite simple but represents an important case since it is common
to see large areas with a low population density. Those are likely to have few roads
and to be characterized by simple mobile trajectories. In those simple conditions,
the prediction scheme behaves almost perfectly. The results of the right column is
of course a consequence of the map symmetry.
The next two maps increase the number of neighbouring ARs. The results
continue to be satisfactory: one can observe the efficiency of simple Markov models
associated with short observation sequences. From a statistical point of view, AR7
is the most probable next AR in the third map; this helps the prediction agent
despite the higher number of potential destinations. The motion model chosen
here is completely random, even if in reality some roads are more popular than
others; it can thus be seen as pessimistic.
The last two maps correspond to quite difficult problems: the MHs can enter
the map using two different entry points, several roads and destinations have been
added, and the road graph is now cyclic. Simple models (few states, short se-
quences) show their limits, while more complex methods continue to behave quite
satisfactory. One can see that long sequences are now mandatory in order to dis-
criminate between complex trajectories.
4.5.3 The impact of noise
Figure 4.8’s most complex map has been used to analyze the impact of noise on
HMMs performance.
This noise is added to observations in an aggressive manner: it is proportional
to the signal value according to the following formula:
xb = (1 +G0,1f)x
where G0,1 is a random normal distribution with a mean µ = 0 and an unitary
variance σ = 1.
Notice that we are not interested to modeling accurately the noise typically
encountered on wireless channels; we just express it reasonably yet pessimistically.
Simulations have been done with various values of f ; the results are given
figure 4.9.
4.5.4 Comments on the results
As expected, the results are always better with longer sequences or more HMM
models using more states.
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f = 0%
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 67% 88% 72% 87%
10 78% 95% 82% 94%
f = 5%
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 64% 88% 69% 86%
10 71% 92% 71% 93%
f = 10%
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 58% 83% 61% 81%
10 59% 87% 64% 87%
f = 15%
Size 5 states 10 states
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
5 50% 75% 54% 75%
10 51% 81% 53% 83%
Figure 4.9: Simulations with noisy observations.
In every case, the method performs way better than a simple, statistical ap-
proach.
The method can give satisfactory results even when used with short sequences:
in the simulations presented here, short sequences lead, in the worse case, to a
difference of 15%.
If the length of the observation sequences cannot be changed, increasing the
HMMs number of states is advisable. Symmetrically, using long sequences with
simple HMMs is useful.
Adding noise to the observations decreases the method accuracy: with complex
maps and the type of observations studied here, the different trajectories become
indistinguishable. In this case, it is mandatory to use the most two likely next ARs
instead of only one.
4.6 Extensions
One could argue that more information about mobiles displacements are needed
than just the different next-neighbour probabilities. For example, a potential prob-
lem is to estimate when a handover will occur so as to prepare it ahead of schedule,
but not too much.
Another problem is how to handle mobiles with no means of generating any
observation at all. In this case, we must resign to do a statistical estimation of
the mobiles movements (an example of how useful this information is can be found
in [CS98b]).
Those problems are studied in the next sections.
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4.6.1 Learning more
This section describes how to take advantage of the MNs’ path learning to learn
other kinds of information. For example, suppose one wants to match an observa-
tions sequence S (of length i) with the expected amount of time before the next
handover. The solution is straightforward: apply the same procedure as we’ve just
seen, and, before they enter the HMM learning process, add a dimension (the time
we are interested in) to each observation vector. Thus, if we consider that the
observations are emitted at a constant rate, this conversion can be written:
S =


o11
...
o1d




o21
...
o2d

 . . .


oi1
...
oid

→
S ′ =


o11
...
o1d
t




o21
...
o2d
i−2
i−1
t

 . . .


oj1
...
ojd
i−j
i−1
t

 . . .


oi1
...
oid
0

 (4.12)
. . . where t is the time taken to generate S (from registration to handover).
After that, one can use (4.9) to guess the most probable state a given sequence
ends with, and see the associated time distribution.
Figure 4.10 shows the results given by this method. Tests have been produced
with two HMM models: λ2,3 with 7 states (as in fig. 4.5) and with 15 states.
The t axis reflects the exact time-to-go when the observation is emitted; µt and
σt are respectively its approximated value and standard deviation computed with
the HMMs. As one could expect, increasing the model’s complexity leads to more
accurate time predictions and smaller deviations.
4.6.2 Statistical prediction
If we aim at building a prediction mechanism as generic as possible, we must look
at the important case of mobiles unable to generate any kind of hint about their
movements.
First of all, considering a MN m, notice that P[to(m) = ARj | from(m) =
ARi] = pi,j/pi holds and that the sum of those probabilities ∀m ∈ R gives the
expected proportion that will reach ARj. Clearly, we would get a more precise
result if we could take into account for how much time the MNs is registered.
We can consider the situation depicted here as a particular case of the sec-
tion 4.6.1 above, with sequences Si containing an observation vector of dimen-
sion 0. As before, we add the time elapsed between the mobile registration and its
handover to this null observation; simple single-state HMMs are sufficient to learn
those degenerated sequences.
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µt, σt (estimated time before handoff)
t (time before handoff)
Figure 4.10: Departure time prediction. Two sequences have been generated by
two MNs travelling on the same road, at the same speed. The graph shows the
time-to-go predicted by two HMMs with different number of states. The computed
standard deviations are given by the bars above and underneath the dots.
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Figure 4.11: Departure prediction. Each segment above the timeline shows when a
MN arrived and how long he stayed. When feeding a HMM learning algorithm with
this information, one gets a set of states depicted using grey rectangles crossed by a
line; the line (resp. grey zone) represents the mean arrival hour (resp. arrival hour’s
standard deviation) of its observation probability function (for a mean registration-
to-handover delay). The left graph shows the covariance ellipse of the most probable
state for observations emitted at about 8:00.
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Once the learning process has taken place, one can use the probability function
bfrom(m),j associated with λfrom(m),j’s single state to compute the probability a given
MN m has to do a handover to reach ARj in a timeslot of T time units if it arrived
tm time units ago (denoted p
m,T
j ; the sum of these values yields the expected number
of mobiles that will travel to ARj in the next timeslot of T time units (denoted
nj).
pm,Tj =
pfrom(m),j
pfrom(m)
∫ tm+T
tm
bfrom(m),j(x) dx∫ +∞
tm
bfrom(m),j(x) dx
nj =
∑
∀m∈R
pm,Tj
If one needs to predict the bandwith taken by MNs going to a particular neigh-
bour, then using 2-dimensional vectors (holding the registration-to-handover delay
and the bandwith used) is well suited. The covariance of those vectors’ gaussian
model could point out, for example, that fast MNs usually use more bandwidth
(e.g. because high speed trains give wireless multimedia services).
In a wired environment where MNs are, for example, laptops liable to leave the
network at any time, HMMs could be used to predict departure hours using the
learned visiting habits. With that aim, the sequences can be made of vectors like
this: (
registration-to-handover delay
registration time of day
)
Figure 4.11 shows the results given by this method; it depicts what might be
the visits to a students’ Internet room in a campus. One can see that states are
regularly distributed over the day, allowing us to discover some typical movement
behaviour. The left-hand “8 o’clock probability function” illustrates this point: it
appears that, just before 8 (beginning of the first course), several short visits are
made (e.g. to get emails) and that the later they begin, the shorter they are (so as
not to be late).
4.7 Conclusions and future work
In this chapter, the choice has been made not to rely on the MNs to know their
typical path, but rather to let the ARs do the learning process. This choice is
meant to save MNs’ computation time and/or bandwith on wireless channels.
This approach yields to a fairly generic method and allows one to discard some
hypotheses (e.g. the knowledge of the cell geometry).
An overview of how to apply a well-known, simple learning method (i.e. Hidden
Markov Models) to the path prediction problem in mobile networks has been given.
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It has been shown that HMMs give good results, and can be extended to cope
with typical problems involved in this context. In particular, the special case of
MNs in wired networks has been studied.
Simulations have been done using motion maps of various complexities; we have
shown how the method can be impacted by noise.
In the future, tests with real-life data should be undertaken, so as to see the
differences with the simulations proposed here.
In the presence of mobiles regularly reporting their location, the resulting HMMs
could be used as the basis of a mobility model, i.e. a description of terminals
motion. Unlike other mobility models ([HGPC99, Bet01, CBD02]) the mobiles’
motion behaviour would not be set a priori, but could be learned using real mobility
traces.
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A year spent in artificial intelligence
is enough to make one believe in God.
— ALAN J. PERLIS, Epigrams on Programming (1982)
W
e have already mentioned that the foundation of most mobility prediction
schemes is the indirect observation of the mobile hosts motion. This obser-
vation is done by means of various sources of information, such as signal strength
measurements. We call those observed pieces of information “clues”.
Some of those information sources are likely to be more informative than others.
Since mobile terminals are often memory and bandwidth limited, it is desirable to
remove the clues that convey a limited amount of information to the prediction
process.
This is the aim of the scheme proposed in this chapter. We let the system
discover the most relevant clues for performing mobility prediction, and find how
to propagate them sensibly in the network. Using a simulation, we show that it
helps improve the prediction accuracy on small devices.
5.1 Introduction
The kind of information used to perform this monitoring is varied: GPS coordi-
nates, motion speed, access router identification, signal strength,. . . Obviously the
information about imminent handovers brought by each of those information types
is not the same; some are more relevant —or more precise— than others.
Since mobile networks often involve small, limited devices, it is important to
design mobility prediction schemes that are as accurate as possible without wasting
valuable memory. One way to achieve this goal is to carefully select the most
interesting pieces of information and to discard the others.
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In chapters 2 and 3 we have stressed that mobility prediction techniques usually
use one of the two following schemes:
• Either mobiles store their most frequent paths locally (at the expense of the
memory consumed) or they get them from a “home repository” (increasing
delays and consuming bandwidth [PGM04, LBC98]);
• Or prediction is done locally, usually in each access router, using the typical
behaviour of mobiles encountered in the past ([SK04]).
Both methods have pros and cons. Keeping pieces of information —such as the
frequent paths of mobiles— for long periods of time can be profitable if they help
guess mobile movements later on.
Ideally, each mobile would know where each piece of information could be ex-
ploited and only keep those having a high probability of being used. This leads
to a hybrid method which combines the advantages of both schemes. This hybrid
method can be implemented thanks to information theory.
We have mentioned in chapter 2 that concepts directly linked to information
theory —such as text compression algorithms— have already been used to tackle
similar problems (e.g. [BD99, MRD04]). This is a sensible approach since good
text compressors usually are good predictors. The method proposed in this chapter
might at first seem very different from those works; the underlying concepts are
however directly linked: the pieces of information that most reduce the entropy of
the mobiles motion should be transmitted first.
5.2 Principle
First, let’s give an overview of the framework studied here. We suppose that mobile
nodes cross a cellular network and stay connected through access routers.
Some clues gathered during the motion of a MN can help guess its future move-
ments. They can be collected by the MN itself or by ARs. Those routers can use
them to predict MNs’ next cell. The precise way those clues are generated and
exchanged between MNs and ARs will be described in section 5.4.1.
Figure 5.1 shows a situation where each cell (a) monitors each MN’s mean
signal strength (SS) experienced during its journey and (b) compute each MN’s
cell travelling time (CTT). Those clues have a subscript describing to which cell
they are related (e.g. CTT1 denotes the time needed to cross cell 1). Mobiles
moving along the railway have received a special ’train’ clue (when they enter a
station, for example). The clues can be considered as random variables.
Cell 2 is crossed by 3 roads and a railway; it should figure out if a MN’s next
cell will be cell 3 or 4. This prediction can be done using CTT1 alone: mobiles
located on road 1 are characterised by a short travelling time. On the other hand,
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Figure 5.1: Overview.
the signal strengths SS1 associated with roads 1 and 3 are about the same: this
variable does not help much cell 2’s prediction process.
Cell 4 must also guess if MNs passing by are located on road 2, road 3, or
on the railway. Fortunately, this can be inferred from SS1 (mobiles on road 3 are
characterized by a weaker signal since this road is on the cell periphery) and the
train clue (which discriminates between road 2 and the railway). Consequently,
some variables should be propagated from one cell to another. For example, the
train variable is certainly pertinent for all the cells along the railway; the same
could be said about any variable that pinpoints the road a mobile is driving on.
We assume that MNs are responsible for sending variables from cell to cell.
Since, in general, those terminals have strong memory and bandwidth constraints,
we consider that the maximum number of clues it can hold is low. Other strategies
could be conceived, such as asking the cells to broadcast data to neighbouring
cells, or to rely on a MN’s home repository, but both methods are likely to be more
complex, consume bandwidth, and add delays.
This short example emphasizes two kinds of problems.
Problem 1: information estimation. Each cell has to estimate the relevance
of each variable regarding next cell prediction. It is proposed to use the mutual
information between the next cells and each variable as a relevance estimation.
Mutual information is a direct measure of how the next cell prediction uncertainty
is reduced thanks to the considered variable (section 5.3 gives a short reminder of
information theory).
Problem 2: data spreading. Once —a reasonable approximation of— the
information held by each variable for each cell is known, a sensible way of selecting
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the variables memorized by the MNs should be found. This selection scheme should
be chosen so as to maximize the information gained by the cells along the mobiles
paths.
One could argue that wireless terminals now have a comfortable amount of
memory and could simply record all the collected clued, relevant or not. This calls
for four comments. First, we will see that clues have to be exchanged regularly
between the MN and ARs; thus, keeping unrelevant variables means wasting band-
width. Second, this method should be fitted to mobiles’ least common denominator:
down-market terminals should not be omitted. Third, the amount of variables to
consider could quickly grow since they could be frequently generated (e.g. GPS
updates) and stay relevant for a long period of time. Finally, the technique pre-
sented here is expected to be applicable to other contexts and could therefore be
considered a general “data routing” strategy aimed at maximizing data relevance.
5.3 Information theory and decision trees
Information theory ([vdL97]) and decision trees ([Qui93]) are building blocks of the
work presented in the following sections. Those topics have already been introduced
in section 2.1.3; they are thus only briefly recalled here for completeness.
5.3.1 Information theory
Consider a discrete random variable X , its entropyH(X ) and its conditional entropy
knowing Y H(X|Y) defined as:
H(X ) = −
∑
x∈X
P (x) logP (x) (5.1)
H(X|Y) = −
∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
P (x, y) logP (x|y) (5.2)
where P (x) is the probability of the event x, P (x, y) the joint probability of x and
y, P (x|y) the probability of x given y, and X (resp. Y ) the sample space of X (resp.
Y). In the following, the logarithm function is always supposed defined in base 2.
The entropy quantifies the predictability of a random variable; an entropy equal to
zero corresponds to a variable whose realizations values are known in advance.
The mutual information between variables X and Y is equal to:
I(X ;Y) = H(Y)−H(Y|X ) = I(Y ;X ) (5.3)
and measures the dependence between X and Y (i.e. the information gained on Y
knowing X ; I(X ;Y) = 0 if X and Y are independent).
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Figure 5.2: A simple decision tree. This tree guesses a mobile’s next cell using two
measurements: a cell traveling time (CTT) and a signal strength (SS); those are
the tree attributes V1 and V2. The X variable is the next cell and, consequently,
the classes for this problem are cells 1 to 5.
5.3.2 Decision trees
A decision tree encodes a set of tests related to random variables (say V1,V2, . . . )
as a tree. This tree aims at encoding a conditional probability law P (X|V1,V2, . . . )
where X is a discrete random variable. A tree T defines a leaf distribution and
each leaf Ti matches a probability distribution P (X|Ti).
The tree is built in such a way that the entropy H(X|T ) is reduced as much
as possible; this means that once the trees tests have been applied, the remaining
uncertainty about X is small. The left part of figure 5.2 shows a simple decision
tree.
In this context, variables’ realizations are often denoted samples, Vi variables
attributes and X the goal attribute.
We will see that the tree learning algorithm plays an important role in what
follows. It is thus briefly described below1.
The problem is to deduce the distribution P (X|V1,V2, . . . ) given a set of real-
izations (or learning set, LS). A test is first chosen for the root node; this node has
two sons, Ntrue and Nfalse corresponding the test’s possible outcomes. The node
Ntrue (resp. Nfalse) matches a subset of the learning set —denoted LS(Ntrue) (resp.
LS(Nfalse))— so that the test applied to the proper attribute of its elements is true
(resp. false). The same procedure can be repeated for both root’s son nodes.
Tree tests are chosen so as to maximize the information gained on the goal
attribute; this quantity of information is estimated by subtracting the learning set
1This work could easily be adapted to other learning methods (e.g. [Fre95, Geu02]).
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entropy once the test outcome is known to the entropy before the test is applied.
Formally, the information brought by the test matching node Nf is estimated by:
I(Nf) = H(LS(Nf))−
|LS(Nls)|
|LS(Nf)|
H(LS(Nls))−
|LS(Nrs)|
|LS(Nf)|
H(LS(Nrs)) (5.4)
where Nls and Nrs are the left and right sons of Nf and where |S| denotes the
cardinality of set S. A set of samples’ entropy is estimated using (5.1) applied to
the estimated distribution of X for this set.
The tree is recursively expanded until a pruning criterion is met (refer to [Qui93]
for in-depth explanations).
An interesting property links the tests information, the learning set entropy
and the leaves entropy: the sum of the weighted tests information (as estimated by
equation 5.4) is equal to the learning set entropy (|LS|H(LS)) minus the weighted
entropy of the samples sets associated with leaves (as given by equation 5.1). The
weights are given by the number of samples matching the corresponding node.
This section is summarized in figure 5.2. It shows a small tree that could be
used in a cellular network to guess in which cell a mobile might be going given the
time it took to cross the cell (its cell traveling time, CTT) and a measured signal
strength (SS). This tree has been pruned (N3 and N4 might have been split).
The right-hand side of the figure depicts that the learning set entropy can be
divided into two parts: the tests information (dark grey) and the leaves entropy
(light grey). The formulas needed to compute the information gained in N2 and
the entropy of N4 —which are particular cases of (5.4) and (5.1)— are explicitly
given. This example tree is quite inefficient: the information collected by its tests
is only two thirds of the learning set entropy.
Each leaf Nl can be labelled with a class, i.e. the most frequent value of the X
attribute for the set LS(Nl).
Sample classification (i.e. finding a sample’s most likely X attribute value)
can be done efficiently. It only requires to cross the tree from its root down to
a leaf according to the outcomes of the nodes’ tests applied to the sample. The
complexity of tree building is not considered a critical issue since this operation is
not supposed to occur frequently2.
5.4 Mobility prediction
5.4.1 Principle
We suppose that MNs travel a cellular network and collect clues related to their
motion. Those clues can be generated by the network (e.g. a cell identifier) or by
2The complexity of the tree building algorithm is KN logN where K is the number of at-
tributes and N the cardinality of the training set.
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the mobile terminal itself (e.g. a received signal strength measurement). Since, in
general, MNs are small terminals, we consider that the maximum number of clues
it can hold is low. The problem is thus to find which clues are worth keeping.
Figure 5.3 shows how the clues can be handled. We consider that MNs send
these pieces of information to an AR which is responsible for analyzing them so
as to guess the terminal’s next cell (i.e. collecting them in a samples database as
depicted figure 5.2 and building a decision tree). Clues can be considered by the
ARs as realizations of random variables likely to give information on the random
variable matching the a priori distribution of possible next cells.
Add mobile
variables to
sample DB Take
appropriate actions.
access router
Guess next
122s
27dBm
37s
Mobiles’s variables
Mobiles’s variables
122s
12dBm
37s
Advise new
realizations
56s
12dBm
irrelevant variables
Remove mobile’s
Model P (Next Cell|CTTj , SSk, . . . )
CTTj
CTTk
SSk
−→
−→
−→
CTTj
CTTk
SSi
−→
−→
−→
CTTi −→
SSi −→
CTTi, SSk
Cell i
Figure 5.3: Mobility prediction overview. Each cell performs a variable selection.
Variables names have a subscript describing where they have been generated; thus,
CTTj and SSi represent the time taken to cross cell j and a signal strength mea-
surement done in cell i.
Notice that the memory and processing consuming tasks (i.e. collecting a sam-
ples database and using it to predict a mobile’s destination) are left to the ARs:
the mobile acts as a dumb terminal.
The ARs use the mobile’s variables to guess its probable next cell, and then
take appropriate actions (such as resources reservation). This requires the samples
database to be populated with the actual next cells reached by the mobiles; this
can be solved by asking all the cells to warn the previous cell each time a handoff
occurs.
During the mobile’s cell crossing, the AR generates new variables that can be
added to those the mobile already holds. Since the MN’s amount of memory is
limited, the AR asks to remove variables considered not relevant enough.
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The next section is dedicated to next cell prediction. The following two deal with
problems we have already mentioned: determining the information received from a
variable realization and choosing which variable should a MN keep or remove.
5.4.2 Next cell prediction
The samples database collected by an AR can be represented as a table where each
row is a sample and each column matches a variable; we denote Ak the set of those
variables for cell k. This set holds all the variables that have already been observed.
All the mobiles entering a given cell will not hold the same variables (since it
is likely that they did not cross the same cells). The variables that belong to Ak
but not to the set of variables held by an incoming mobile are assigned the special
notApplicable value. This value should be easy to discriminated from the other
realizations by the tree (e.g. a negative number if the variable domain is positive
numbers).
An AR can build a decision tree as soon as the database is considered pop-
ulated enough. Cell k’s tree is denoted Tk; notice that it models the probability
distribution of next cells given the mobile clues. Next cell prediction just amount
to classify the sample made of the MN’s variables using the tree.
5.4.3 Information estimation
5.4.3.1 Principle
Once a mobile leaves a cell, the AR should filter its variables and remove those
expected to be less useful to the MN’s next cells. Section 5.4.4 will show that this
requires that each cell estimates how useful a variable is to its own prediction (i.e.
the information it gives regarding next cell guessing).
This can be estimated thanks to the decision tree introduced in the previous
section. We have seen that the information I(N ) of each test node N composing
the tree can be estimated by (5.4); a way to evaluate the information related to an
attribute A is thus to sum the information of all the tree’s tests involving A. This
leads directly to the following formula:
I(A) =
∑
Test node N
|LS(N )| · I(N )
|LS|
(5.5)
where the sum operates over the nodes testing A.
5.4.3.2 Example
Figure 5.4 gives a simple application of (5.5). A mobile speed and angle of arrival
are used to figure out on which road it is located. There are three roads, each with
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a specific mean speed (80, 90 or 100 km/h) and angle of arrival (160, 170 or 180◦).
The speed and angle values are distributed according to:
Vspeed = Vspeed + α ·N(0; 25)
VAoA = VAoA + (1− α) ·N(0; 15)
whereN(µ, σ) denotes a normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ.
The α factor is a constant between 0 and 1 describing if the Gaussian noise is
added to one variable or the other. The first two plots of figure 5.4 depicts those
distributions. The roads are equally populated, yielding an a priori system entropy
of ∼ 1.6 bits (log 3).
The information theory related values we have discussed so far have been es-
timated using decision trees built for various values of α (bottom of figure 5.4).
When α is nearly equal to zero (resp. one), the system entropy is entirely compen-
sated by the information given by the speed (resp. angle) variable. Notice that the
attribute’s information curves cross each other when α ≈ .37 (not .5) since the vari-
ables’ standard deviations are different. At this moment, the curves have a small
gap because the tree’s root node’s attribute changes; the algorithm presented here
over-estimates the information brought by attributes near the tree’s root. Thus, in
practice, it cannot be assumed that equally meaningful attributes will receive the
same information measurement.
Prediction success ratios have been estimated with the learning set (i.e. clas-
sifying the samples used to build the tree) and with an independent test set. The
resulting curves are nearly merged, showing that no over-learning (leading to over-
estimated variable information) has occurred. The sum of the entropy of each trees’
leaves has been plotted. This sum shows the remaining uncertainty about the sam-
ples’ class once all the tree’s tests have been applied. As expected, the success ratio
is low when the leaves entropy is high.
5.4.3.3 Biasing the tree building
When two variables V1,V2 hold the same information regarding X (i.e. I(X ;V1) ≈
I(X ;V2) ≈ I(X ;V1,V2)), (5.5) tends to divide the information I(X ;V1,V2) evenly
among V1 and V2. Unfortunately, as we will see later, it would be preferable to
clearly differentiate those variables and to associate a high information with one of
them —and a low information with the other.
To get this behaviour, we slightly change the way node tests are chosen while
building a tree. We have said that tests are selected so as to maximize the test
information given by (5.4); we propose to slightly change this behaviour. A test is
chosen in the set of tests T such that:
• it contains the test t that maximize (5.4), let Imax be t’s information;
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Figure 5.4: Attributes information. Top: distributions of the speed (left) and
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each road and the grey zone corresponds to the distributions’ standard deviations.
Bottom: various values extracted from the decision trees for different values of the
α parameter.
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Figure 5.5: Principle of the information spreading mechanism. Dotted arrows
depict the mobiles movement; their labels give the value of the fV functions. Plain
arrows show the expected information propagation back to cell 0.
• the difference between Imax and the information of the other tests in T is
smaller than a constant chosen equal to 0.01 bit3.
The ”first” test among the elements of T is finally chosen using an arbitrary
order relation defined on the tests’ attributes a priori. This way, the problem
mentioned above is mitigated since, when it is reasonable, the same variable is
chosen for most tree nodes.
5.4.4 Data spreading
The previous section shows how to estimate the information carried by a variable for
a specific cell. Our aim is to maximize the information collected by the cells during
the mobile journey, so we need (a) to let a cell figure out the expected information
brought by an attribute along a mobile’s future path and (b) to deduce from that
information which attributes should be carried by a mobile.
In the following, Vji will denote cell j’s i-th variable and V
j
i its realization. For
example, the variables generated by cell i in figure 5.3, CTTi and SSi, might be
denoted V i0 and V
i
1.
5.4.4.1 Attribute’s expected information
We try to guess how much information can the V variable give to the cells on a
MN’s path.
We first consider an AR that has never seen any MN leaving its cell with V
in its attributes set. Obviously, V will not give any information to the MN’s next
3Simulations results have shown to be insensible to the actual value of this parameter as long
as it is chosen small enough.
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cells and the expected information for V amounts to the information given to the
current cell (see procedure spread, lines 2–5 —the treeInfo procedure is given
by (5.5)).
Algorithm 5.1: spread(Vji ) Information spreading of V
j
i for
cell k
var IVji
: NVji
→]0; 1];1
if NVji
= ∅ and j 6= k then2
∀p ∈ PVji
: send treeInfo(Tk,V
j
i ) to p;3
return;4
end5
∀n ∈ NVji
: receive IVji
(n);6
if NVji
6= ∅ and j 6= k then7
∀p ∈ PVji
: send treeInfo(Tk,V
j
i ) +8 ∑
n∈N
V
j
i
IVji
(n) · fVji
(n) to p;
9
end10
return IVji
(·)11
This expected information can be sent to the previous cells, i.e. the cells that
have sent at least one mobile holding V ; the set of previous cells is denoted PV .
Similarly, the next cells set,NV , contains the cells where at least one mobile holding
V has gone.
It is likely that MNs will not visit cells in NV homogeneously. We denote fV
the function NV → ]0; 1] such that fV(n) is the ratio of mobiles holding V leaving
the current cell for cell n (
∑
n∈NV
fV(n) = 1).
Once an AR knows, for all its next cells, the expected information received
along a mobile’s path starting with cell n —denoted IV(n)—, it can compute its
own information expectation using (a) the information given by V (b) the values
IV(n) weighted by fV(n); this is summarized in the spread procedure, line 8.
Figure 5.5 gives an overview of the information spreading process for a variable
emitted by cell 0. The top part shows 5 cells crossed by a few roads. The bottom
part depicts the spreading algorithm applied to this simple topology. It shows the
local information as computed by equation 5.5 (circled numbers), NV sets (dotted
arrows), the corresponding fV functions (dotted arrows’ labels) and the information
estimation propagation from cells 3 and 4 back to cell 0 (plain arrows).
Notice that the algorithm presented here does not deal with cycles: the motion
graph is supposed acyclic. Even if this should not cause any real impact in practice,
it would be desirable to modify it to get rid of that limitation.
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Figure 5.6: Information spreading. The bold rectangles give the variables expected
information for the next cells.
5.4.4.2 Attributes selection
In the following, we assume that every MN can stock a fixed, finite number of
attributes. Once all the cells have learned their IVji
functions (one function for
each variable that might leave the cell), the network’s ARs can efficiently select a
MN’s most pertinent variables.
Ideally, this selection should be such that the expected sum of the MNs’ variables
information for all the visited cells is maximized; we call it the optimum selection
scheme.
Since the IVji
functions are known, the straightforward wait to selectm variables
out of a variables set V is to sort them by decreasing information expectation and
pick up the first m. A small improvement of this algorithm is to first guess the
MN’s next cell n so as to use IV(n) to measure the usefulness of V .
Figure 5.6 (a) shows the normal behaviour of this algorithm. In this example,
a MN handles 2 attributes (rounded rectangles) and crosses 3 cells laid out lin-
early. The bold rectangles show the variables’ expected information (e.g. in cell 1,
IV1
0
(2) = 0.7); one can verify that variables are selected as explained above. Notice
that on that simple topology, the variables information have to decrease from a cell
to the next, the difference being the information gained locally (e.g. since V10 drops
from 0.7 in cell 1 to 0.4 in cell 2, 0.3 bits are local to cell 2).
This is where the observation formulated section 5.4.3.3 is relevant: it helps get
very contrasted variables lists with very relevant and very irrelevant variables and
few variables in between.
Figure 5.6 (b) demonstrates that this simple solution is not optimal. Cell 1
chooses to send V10 , but this variable is immediately replaced by V
2
0 in cell 2. The
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Figure 5.7: The simulation setup.
attribute V10 does not give any information to cell 2, but V
0
0 does: it was the best
variable to send between cell 1 and 2. The algorithm is thus a victim of its
greediness.
5.5 Simulation
5.5.1 Simulation setup
The work presented above has been tested on a simulation. A grid made of 8x5
cells composes the simulation setup (figure 5.7).
Two roads let the MNs cross the map vertically. Five roads allow the mobiles
to cross the terrain from left to right. If the roads had been bidirectional, inferring
a MN’s direction would have required to know one of its previous cells. Since every
variable is implicitly related to the cell that generated it, knowing the mobile’s
direction would have been an easy task. It has thus been decided to use a simpler
configuration with unidirectional roads since bidirectional ones would not have
changed the simulations results significantly.
Each cell generates two kinds of variables: the MN’s cell travelling time (CTT)
and a noise variable with randomly generated realizations. The latter demonstrates
the ability of the system to differentiate between relevant and less relevant variables.
One should note that this noise variable can nevertheless bring some information
since a noise variable indicates at least that the mobile has crossed the cell that
generated it; this might give a piece of information about its future path.
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One third of the MNs are created with a special emergency variable. This
variable flags mobiles that are certainly going to cell (7,1). This shows that variables
could be associated with destinations when the mobile path is known in advance;
this emergency variable could be associated with emergency vehicles that are very
likely to go to the nearest hospital or police station. Another possibility would be
to flag mobiles entering a train.
Each road is labelled with a weight w that indicates its significance; the higher
this number, the faster the cell is crossed and the higher the number of mobiles
using it. The cell travelling time is related to the road weight w by the relation
CTT = 120− 30 w/100 +N(0; 5).
Crossroads are depicted with a black dot. When applicable, an arrow gives the
ratio of mobiles going in each direction.
Dark grey cells are those where mobility prediction is needed: the next cell of
MNs leaving those cells is not known in advance.
Three variable selection methods have been compared. The first is the most
obvious scheme where the oldest variable is removed first; this is equivalent to
putting variables in a bounded FIFO queue. The second method is based on
decision trees; each cell learns the parameters of a tree and use it to measure
variables relevance. The less relevant variables are removed first. The cells do not
exchange variable relevance estimations with each other. The rational behind this
scheme is that if a cell finds a variable interesting, it is likely that it will also be
relevant for its neighbours. Those schemes have been compared to the entropy-
based scheme explained above.
Notice that those three methods differ only in the way the relevant variables are
chosen. A direct consequence is that the amount of information exchanged between
the mobiles and the ARs is the same; the only difference resides in the processing
required by the ARs.
All the mobiles can carry the same fixed number of variables; this number is
a simulation parameter. Its influence on the next cell prediction ratio has been
quantified.
5.5.2 Results
Figure 5.8 shows, for 4 different cells, the ratio between the number of correct next
cell predictions and the total number of predictions
The first plot is related to cell (2, 2); it shows that all the methods perform
equally. This is not surprising since mobiles are crossing the map from left to
right: variable selection can only happen after a few cells have been crossed, so the
interesting cells are on the right-hand side of the map.
Thus, the other plots are related to cells (4,2), (5,1) and (5,3); they allow to draw
several conclusions. On this simple cell topology, the information-based method
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results for the 4 cells depicted in figure 5.7.
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gives an optimum result with as few as 3 variables4. When the MNs’ memory
is low, the other methods always gives lower prediction ratios. The number of
variables required to catch up varies from cell to cell but it can be as high as 11,
which is more than one would expect for such a small map.
The improvement of the locally optimized method over the simple, older-first
scheme does not seem to be worth the increased implementation complexity. This
shows that the upstream propagation of variable relevance measurements is needed:
variable significance is not a local property.
Even if they should be confirmed on a large scale experiment, those results are
encouraging since the method’s usefulness is expected to increase with the number
of cells —and, thus, the number of potential variables— encountered. For instance,
an attribute created when a mobile user enters a train will be useful for tens of
cells along the railroad; the data spreading paradigm should allow to bring this
observation to the fore.
5.6 Long term predictions
In some circumstances, it is possible to guess not only one, but several cells the
mobile will eventually cross. Such long-term predictions can be achieved accurately
when, for example, mobiles are moving in a train or on a highway and can be used,
for example, to lower the number of location updates needed to perform paging.
A terminal destination can also be determined thanks to the value of one (or
several) random variables realization(s) — such as the emergency variable intro-
duced in section 5.5. The nature of those variables lets them give information to a
large number of cells, increasing the probability of being picked up by the cells on
the mobile path thanks to the information spreading method. Such variables should
allow to determine which cells the mobile will go through to reach its destination.
The following explains how long-term predictions can be obtained and, using
simulations, shows how it performs.
The learning and information spreading techniques presented in section 5.3
and 5.4 do not have to be modified, thus we assume that the expected information
brought by the variables has been computed and is known to every cell.
When a mobile enters a cell, the set of variable realizations V it brings can
be used to predict its set of potential next cells C = {ci} and the associated
probabilities pC : C → [0, 1]. Those probabilities are directly derived from LS(Nl)
where Nl is the decision tree’s leaf corresponding to V .
The current cell can apply the variables selection algorithm as before (sec-
tion 5.4.4.2), but does not know what the realizations of the variables added by
the cell will be when the mobile performs its handoff. Those realizations are thus
4Experiments using an arbitrary large number of variables have shown that the prediction
ratio cannot be increased further.
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Figure 5.9: Simulation results of long-term predictions using different information
dissemination methods.
replaced by unknown values to produce a new VC vector. To classify a sample
with unknown values, a tree is allowed to explore both possible outcomes of a test
and to average the results; the interested reader can refer to [Qui93] for a detailed
explanation.
This vector and the probability pC(ci) can be sent to the potential next cell
ci. ci repeats the same procedure to compute a vector VC′ and to get the mobile’s
potential next cells C ′ = {c′i} and the probabilities function pC′ : C
′ → [0, 1]. The
product pC(ci) · pC′(c
′
j) gives the probability that the mobile crosses cells ci and c
′
j.
This process can be repeated until the product Pci,c′j ,c′′k ... = pC(ci)·pC′(c
′
j)·pC′′(c
′′
k) . . .
is small enough.
The probability to cross a given cell c is given by the sum of the products
relative to a list of cells terminated with c (such as Pci,c′j ,...c). Figure 5.9 gives this
probability computed for the cells of the topology presented in the previous section.
The results shown have been obtained for a mobile using the emergency variable,
which, as explained before, is a good candidate for long-term prediction.
As expected, both the oldest-first and local methods only predict the first four
cells the mobile will cross. Using the information-based method, the emergency
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variable is kept throughout the MN’s journey since it gives information to several
cells, increasing its probability to be picked up by the select algorithm.
Notice that this approach applied to the problem of paging would yield a method
where the most probable cells could be paged first; this result is similar to what
could be achieved using the work presented in [BD99].
5.7 Future work
This work can be extended along several lines:
1. The network has been considered static; this work could be adapted to deal
with changing probabilities, where new variables are added and the informa-
tion associated with a variable can vary with time.
2. The spreading algorithm could be improved; in particular, it is desirable to
compute the optimum selection scheme (or a reasonable approximation if the
problem is proven NP-complete, see section 5.4.4.2).
3. The simulations shown here involve a small map and a small number of
variables. It would be desirable to show how the method performs with real-
scale scenarios and real-world data.
4. The method presented in this paper is also expected to be applicable to other
contexts than mobility prediction. Since it is well suited to situations where
sending information is costly, it could thus be applied to sensor networks
where both low available energy and low bandwidth are reasons to transmit
as few data as possible. The proposed approach could select the most relevant
sensors among all those that have been scattered at a given place. This work
could also help route relevant pieces of information in the so-called Knowledge
Plane proposed by Clark et al., see [CPRW03].
5.8 Conclusions
We have proposed a method for sending pieces of mobility prediction information
where it is most needed. Knowing which clues are useful is done by estimating
their expected information on the upcoming path of each mobile.
Simulations have shown that the method allows one to discriminate relevant
clues, to send them where they are needed in the network and, consequently, to
improve mobility prediction.
It has been shown that when a clue is pertinent for a large number of cells, it
increases its probability of staying in the network and allows one to predict several
next cells in advance.
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This work is expected to be applicable to other contexts involving constraints
such as scarce bandwidth and pieces of information of varied relevance. Sensor
networks for example seem good candidates.
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Part III
Using Mobility Prediction
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6
Improving Call Admission
using Mobility Prediction
There is no absolute knowledge. And those who claim it,
whether they are scientists or dogmatists, open the door to
tragedy.
All information is imperfect. We have to treat it with humility.
— JACOB BRONOWSKI, The Ascent of Man (1973)
W
e have seen in chapter 2 that mobility prediction can help reserve resources
proactively. As in section 2.2.4, we study a cellular network where some
bandwidth can be reserved in advance in order to decrease the probability of han-
dover blocking.
Instead of studying a particular prediction scheme, we here replace the predic-
tion process with an abstract mobility prediction model that allows us to observe
the impact of various parameters such as the correct prediction ratio.
Using simulations, we show that each mobile has an incentive to act selfishly,
and we propose a mechanism to promote fairness.
6.1 Introduction
We have already explored in chapter 2 the variety of mobility prediction scheme
that have been proposed in the scientific literature. Since they are based on different
assumptions, they give very varied results in terms of precision and quality.
Admission control and prediction are directly related since a frequent admission
control requirement is to reserve resources so as to improve the network’s future
QoS; the amount of resources to reserve at a given time thus depends on the users
upcoming behaviour.
This diversity leads to a situation where various (sometimes similar) admission
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control algorithms are simulated with very different prediction schemes.
Estimating the added value brought by a more precise prediction method is not
an easy task; to which extent is it interesting to implement a more reliable (and
often more complex) method? This chapter aims at answering this question in the
particular context of call admission control.
We will see that this analysis leads to an improved admission method aimed at
improving both network performance and fairness; this admission method can be
implemented in a simple or in a more complicated way, yielding results in accor-
dance with the added complexity.
6.2 Call Admission Control and mobility predic-
tion
6.2.1 Overview
Admission control is tightly linked to mobility prediction, because reservations must
be done in advance and at the right moment ([PGM04]). This prediction is usually
done statistically: mobiles’ movement behaviours (e.g. mean cell travelling time,
or most likely next ARs) and call habits are analysed and averaged (e.g. [LAN95,
CS98b]), taking care of their possible variations during the day and throughout the
week.
Others use simple ([LSG01, YHP02]) or more advanced ([CB00, SK01, SK03,
SK04]) techniques to track the individual motion of each mobile, hence getting an
accurate idea of when and where each of them will handoff. A natural way to tackle
this issue is to estimate each mobile’s position (e.g. [LBC98]), but other methods
can be considered (e.g. [FLM04]).
A mobile’s next cell can also be inferred from its typical travelled cells; the
prediction then amounts to guess the next cell given the previous ones. This can
be achieved by various methods such as information theory ([BD99, RDM04]) or
Markov chains ([LM95]).
6.2.2 An abstract model
The following aims at showing how prediction’s performance influences CAC’s ef-
fectiveness without restricting ourselves to a specific prediction mechanism. It has
been chosen to model any mechanism with an abstract model defined by a few
parameters. It is depicted in figure 6.1.
With a few values, this simple model summarizes the main information brought
by a prediction algorithm. Those parameters should have an intuitive meaning and
act upon the behaviour of the method using predicted events. At each trigger, the
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prediction mechanism reports an identifier of the next AR and the estimated delay
before the next handover (δ seconds). This last measurement is optional as some
schemes have not been designed to give this information. The trigger-to-handover
delay is only estimated by the prediction algorithm, so the difference between this
estimation and the real delay can be seen as realizations of a random distribution;
let σ be the standard deviation of this distribution.
As one can see, this abstraction is only a rough sketch and several real systems’
characteristics have been ignored, mainly:
• At most one trigger can be emitted before a given handover;
• The prediction success ratio is fixed once for all; one cannot model behaviours
such as an increasing prediction success ratio when the trigger is delayed.
• Each trigger only gives the most likely next AR (it could guess the n next
ARs, or several ARs with their probability of being next);
• The only information given about the trigger-to-handover duration are its
mean value and standard deviation. Nothing more is given about the duration
distribution which hence will most probably be chosen gaussian.
Let’s now study the effect of those parameters on a concrete CAC algorithm.
6.3 The PCR algorithm
This CAC algorithm has been introduced in [CB00] by M.H. Chiu and M. Bassiouni;
it is a typical CAC using mobiles’ movements guesses extensively. Other methods
are however possible, such as the one presented by Zhang and Liu (see [ZL01])
which keep the handover blocking probability under a given threshold using guard
channels; the number of guard channels is modified adaptively. Its aim is to re-
duce the handover blocking probability in a cellular network by means of reserved
channels. It is briefly described below; the interested reader can refer to [CB00] for
more information.
Several mobiles are moving in a wireless network made of cells having a fixed
number of channels. All the cells are assumed to have the same number of channels,
and a given mobile can only use one channel at a time. The effect of soft handovers,
frequency borrowing or space diversity techniques is not studied here. This implies
that the proposed CAC scheme quite well matches 2G GSM but should be re-
evaluated in order to be applied to 3G networks ([SOH02, Che03, BH04, KMR04]).
Each mobile position is monitored so as to extrapolate its next cell, C. If a
mobile has an ongoing call, it reserves a channel of C; if there is no free channel,
the reservation is pushed on a unbounded FIFO reservation queue (a reservation is
popped out every time a channel is freed until the queue is empty). When a mobile
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Figure 6.1: This figure depicts a simple abstract model that modelizes the main
characteristics of a mobility prediction scheme.
wants to start a new call, it has to find a free (unreserved) channel in its current
cell; if there is none, the call is rejected. A mobile can of course cancel a previous
reservation if it finds out that it will be useless (because of a sudden motion change
or because its current call has ended).
[CB00] proposes three different ways to deal with handovers, called PCR1,
PRC2 and PCR3. We won’t study the intermediate algorithm PCR2 here, but
focus on extreme cases, explained below. When a handover occurs:
PCR1 If the call has a prior reservation, it is allocated.
Else, if there is a free channel, it is allocated.
Else, the call is dropped.
PCR3 If there is a reserved channel, it is allocated.
Else, if there is a free channel, it is allocated.
Else, the call is dropped.
As one can see, the difference is that channels can be reserved either for a par-
ticular mobile (in that case, every reservation holds a mobile identifier) or “anony-
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Figure 6.2: The PCR algorithm. This figure depicts the way PCR1 and PCR3 algo-
rithms operate and how they can interoperate with an abstract mobility prediction
scheme.
mously”. This algorithm can be studied using the abstract prediction scheme intro-
ducted before. Note that as this scheme only allows one prediction per handover,
the only way to notice a wrong prediction is to wait for the actual handover (and to
see if it occurs with the predicted cell). The PCR algorithm and the way it has been
mixed with the abstract prediction scheme have been summarized in figure 6.2.
6.4 Simulations
We can now study how PCR behaves according to the parameters of the prediction
scheme. The aim is to find what characterizes a good predictive algorithm (in the
CAC context) and to what extent its performance can modify those of PCR.
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Figure 6.3: The simulation setup. This picture gives an overview of the cells’
organization. The dashed line shows a simulated mobile motion.
6.4.1 Simulations parameters
The simulations presented here closely mimic those of [CB00]. Their setup is the
following.
The terrain is composed of 30 circular cells laid-out as a bee’s nest. The cells
have a 1000m radius and overlap, thus, introducing a “handover hysteresis” (see
figure 6.3). The mobility model has been chosen so as to approximate the motion
of a mobile in a random direction1. Both this direction and the mobile speed is
updated at each time step according to a gaussian distribution. This model is
precisely described in [Tol99] (each distribution has a unitary variance in radian
for the direction, in meters per second for the speed, the mean speed is 18 m/s
and the randomness factor a has been fixed to 0.4; this yields a mean cell traveling
time of 110s). Figure 6.3 shows how a typical path looks like.
Using several cells (instead of doing the experiments with only one) allows to
use reasonable cell traveling time and channel holding time distributions, without
relying on approximations such as those presented in [ZD97].
Each simulation involves 4000 mobiles and lasts 12 hours.
The calls’ duration is exponentially distributed with a mean of 3 minutes. New
calls arrive according to a Poisson process whose frequency is adapted so as to
1The mobility model used in [Tol99] is not described precisely enough to be implemented here;
thus, another realistic one has been used.
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reach a target cell load, defined as
Cell load =
Arrival rate to the cell x Average call duration
Number of channels per cell
Each cell has 18 channels. Each simulation is done with a given cell load. Both
PCR1 and PCR3 have been tested.
As stated before, the handover prediction model is abstracted using 3 param-
eters: δ (the trigger-to-handover duration), σ (δ’s standard deviation) and pi (the
prediction success ratio); their effect is studied in the following. When a missed
prediction occurs, the predicted cell is chosen randomly in the cells neighbouring
the one where the mobile will eventually go. The trigger-to-handover duration is
modelled by a gaussian distribution with mean δ and variance σ2; the trigger is
discarded if this duration is greater than the mobile’s cell travelling time.
6.4.2 Simulations results
6.4.2.1 Handover blocking ratio
The result of the simulations is given in the graphs composing figures 6.4 and 6.5.
A reservation is done as soon as a trigger is emitted; the reservation duration is thus
equal to the trigger-to-handover delay. The new call blocking rate is an important
factor that helps estimating a CAC scheme’s efficiency; it is studied in the next
section.
All the plots draw handover blocking percentages as a function of the successful
prediction ratio and the trigger-to-handover delay (here always exactly equal to δ,
that is σ = 0; section 6.5 studies the effect of σ). Prediction ratios as low as 0.2
have been studied; it is only a little bit higher than the worst prediction scheme,
which would take the next cell at random among the neighbouring cells.
The zero δ borderline case shows what happens when no reservation takes place
(since every reservation lasts a very short amount of time); this explains why all
the lines merge when δ is small and gives a reference blocking ratio that should not
be exceeded (since in this case introducing CAC is worse than doing nothing).
All the graphs related to the same algorithm share a common look. In all cases,
a better prediction clearly gives a better blocking ratio in return. The results
obtained with a 50% cell load are not very significant: the blocking rates are so
low that they make reservations useless.
PCR1 performance are maximized when the reservations last about 5 seconds;
long reservations can even give worse results than no reservation at all. As expected,
when the prediction is more accurate, the reservations can last longer (up to 10s)
since there are less likely to block a channel in a wrong cell. With this particular
algorithm, the reservation duration is an important parameter that is discussed in
section 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: Handover blocking rate versus prediction parameters for PCR1. The
meaning of the grey zones is explained in section 6.4.2.2.
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Figure 6.5: Handover blocking rate versus prediction parameters for PCR3. The
cell loads are the same as those used in figure 6.4. The meaning of the grey zones
is explained in section 6.4.2.2.
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The plots related to PCR3 have a very different shape. For a given prediction
ratio, the handover blocking curve decreases with the reservation duration; one can
thus see the advantage brought by the fact that reservations are not associated
with a particular mobile anymore.
6.4.2.2 New call blocking ratio
Even if it is preferable not to allow a new call rather than interrupting an ongoing
one, one should not forget that there is a tradeoff between those two blocking ratios.
The decreasing section of a curve describing the behaviour of one ratio with
respect to the other can be seen, in a sense, as the Pareto front of a multi-criteria
optimization. All the front’s points are Pareto-optimal and the choice of a specific
one depends on the considered system.
Figure 6.6 shows a plot for a PCR1 cell loaded at 70% in the same conditions
as those explained in section 6.4. All the points of the decreasing section of the
curves are optimal: there is no strict rule to choose one of them.
One can see that as the next cell prediction becomes more accurate, reaching the
curve’s minimum requires higher a call blocking. A way to approach this minimum
while keeping the call ratio between reasonable bounds for high values of pi is to
restrict the allowed value of the derivative. The figure’s grey zone holds the points
where reducing the handover blocking by one percent costs less than three percents
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Figure 6.6: Handover versus call blocking rate in a cell loaded at 70%, using PCR1.
The grey zone shows points where the absolute value of the derivative is higher
than 1/3: gaining 1% in handover blocking costs less than 3% in call blocking. The
points at the border of this zone could thus be considered as optimal.
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in call blocking. This zone has also been drawn on figure 6.4.
In the curves depicted in figure 6.5, another strategy has been used. It has
been chosen to color the plots according to the call blocking value. The curves’
intersection points with those colored zones show how the handover blocking varies
with respect to the next cell prediction accuracy for a constant call blocking value.
6.5 Timing
6.5.1 The ideal timing
One could try to take advantage of the local minimum shown in the plots related
to PCR1 (figure 6.4).
In the context presented here, reserving T seconds on average amounts to wait
δ − T seconds after each trigger, yet this suppose that the error on δ is symmetric
and has a mean of zero. In what follows, we will suppose that the distribution of
this error is gaussian and has a standard deviation given by σ.
This method can’t of course be applied to prediction schemes that don’t estimate
a δ value associated with each trigger.
To verify the effectiveness of this idea, we can use simulations similar to those
presented in section 6.4. Figure 6.7 shows how the handover blocking ratio changes
with respect to the prediction ratio pi and the prediction accuracy σ. In this figure,
the mobiles reserve a channel during N(T, σ) seconds2 before the handover; negative
values are discarded (no prediction trigger is emitted). The other parameters are
the same as those used in section 6.4, the cell load has been fixed to 70% and the
chosen optimum is the minimum of the corresponding plot in figure 6.4 (and is thus
a function of pi).
One can verify that the values obtained when σ equals 0 are the same as those
appearing in figure 6.4.
6.5.2 Tradeoff
The resulting plot shows the effect of a rough handover time estimation. As one
could have guessed, the next cell prediction is the main goal in order to achieve
good blocking ratios; however, figure 6.7 shows that this assumption is not always
true for low values of pi.
For example, to improve the blocking ratio by 1%, a prediction scheme charac-
terized by (pi, σ) parameters equal to (.6, 5) can reach (.6, 1) or (.7, 5). For most
schemes, this makes a serious difference and one of those points will be easier to
2 N(T, σ) is a random variable from a gaussian distribution with a mean equal to T and a
standard deviation equal to σ.
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achieve than the other.
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Figure 6.7: The effect of pi and σ on PCR1 performance. This plot is similar to
those given in figure 6.4, where the reservation delay is always 5 seconds plus a
random, gaussian value characterized by a standard deviation of σ seconds.
6.6 Optimal duration as a function of network
parameters
We have seen that PCR1 has an optimal reservation duration once the mobiles
movement behaviour has been fixed. One could wonder how to choose a reservation
duration given a certain wireless network’s mobiles characteristics.
If one considers the mobiles’ calling behaviour (i.e. the calls frequency and
duration, which determine the cell load) and prediction parameters as fixed, the
only way a mobile can modify the handover blocking probability is by changing its
movement pattern. In this context, the mean duration between the handovers is
certainly the most important factor.
Figure 6.8 thus plots the optimal reservation duration as a function of the
mobiles’ mean cell traveling time. The simulations that yielded those results are
similar to those presented in section 6.4, but with various mobile speeds.
As expected, the optimal duration decreases with the traveling time. This is a
direct consequence of the higher handover frequency: without shorter reservations,
the reservation queue would exceed its optimal length.
It is not surprising to see that the various curves’ slope grows together with
the next cell prediction accuracy because (a) the higher the value of pi, the longer
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Figure 6.8: Optimal reservation duration as a function of the mean cell travel-
ing time with different cell loads and next cell prediction ratios. The prediction
parameter σ is equal to zero.
the optimal duration (for a fixed mobile speed) and (b) when the speed is high,
durations are shorter and their absolute difference tends to get thinner.
6.7 Merit-based Admission Control
The results presented in the previous section lead to a natural idea: it would be
desirable to modify the CAC scheme in order to favour mobiles which are trying
to reserve channels at a proper time (i.e. minimizing the handover blocking of the
whole system).
PCR1 can be modified as follows to achieve this goal; when a mobilem performs
a handover:
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1. If it has a reserved channel, it is allocated;
2. If there is a free channel, it is allocated;
3. If the mobile has a pending reservation (i.e. in the reservation queue), it
applies a fairness test (discussed below) which tries to find a less meriting
reservation r′. If it succeeds, the channel associated with r′ is allocated to
m and r′ is pushed back at the beginning of the queue (r′ will be the next
reservation to be popped out of the queue since it was already associated with
a channel).
4. Else, the handover is blocked.
Thus, the idea is that if a mobile m has a pending reservation when it performs
its handover, it should be allowed to borrow the effective (i.e. associated with a
channel) reservation of another mobile m′ if the reservation behaviour of m is more
likely to reduce the overall blocking ratio than m′’s. A first, simple fairness test is
thus one that favours mobiles near the optimal reservation duration T pointed out
in section 6.5.1. Let t be the duration3 of the pending reservation r of the mobile
performing a handover and t′ the duration of an effective reservation r′ that could
be borrowed.
Simple test
This test allows to borrow r′ if |T − t| < |T − t′|; this simply means that
a reservation can be borrowed if it is further apart the optimal time (i.e.
reservations close to T will be left untouched).
The modified algorithm has three strong points.
First, it adds some fairness to the system; very long reservations are not prof-
itable anymore, since the longer, the more likely they are to be replaced by a
shorter, more sensible one thanks to the fairness test. One could say that this
scheme favours mobiles meriting it, i.e. those that try to get a fair amount of the
network’s resources.
Second, since a reservation that lasts for about T time units is rewarded, the
overall handover blocking ratio decreases.
Third, the modification has a minimal impact on the new call blocking ratio.
Indeed, the above procedure’s third item does not add any new reservation, but
borrows a channel to allow a handover which would otherwise have been blocked.
It could prevent a new call to take place, but allows a handover to occur instead:
this is exactly the spirit of the admission control we want to define.
Figure 6.9 plots the results of a simulation of this algorithm. Mobiles have
been divided into four classes with different mean reservation durations: 5, 10, 20
3 The duration of a reservation is defined as the amount of time between the reservation
creation and the mobile handover.
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and 30 seconds (gaussian distributed with a standard deviation of 1 second, the
distribution is thus a gaussian mixture); they are experiencing cell loads of 60, 70
and 80%. Each class has the same number of mobiles and all of them use a pi
factor equal to 0.7. Since the simulation parameters have been chosen equal to
those taken in section 6.4, the ideal reservation duration T has been fixed to 8, 10
or 15 seconds (depending on the cell load and according to the results plotted in
figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.9: This simulation shows the handover blocking ratios experienced by four
classes of mobiles under a 60, 70 and 80% cell load. They are characterized by dif-
ferent mean reservation durations (from 5 to 30 seconds), otherwise the simulation
parameters are the same as those described in section 6.4. The chosen value of T
are consistent with the results shown in figure 6.4.
This figure shows the results achieved by another fairness test:
Probabilistic test
Given the distribution of reservation durations d, one can compute the ex-
pected distance to T of r′ knowing that it is at least t′. The test is thus
|T − t| < E[|x− T |], where x is the random variable associated with reserva-
tion durations (thus greater than t′):
Ex≥t′ [|x− T |] =
∫∞
t′
d(x)|x− T | dx∫∞
t′
d(x) dx
(6.1)
Notice that this requires the knowledge of the distribution d, which imposes
monitoring mobiles’ reservations durations.
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Cell load
Method 60% 70% 80%
PCR1 2.1% 8% 17.1%
Merit (simple) 2.0% (7.8%) 7.1% (12.8%) 16.7% (2.3%)
Merit (probabilistic) 1.9% (9.2%) 6.7% (19.6%) 15.2% (12.6%)
Table 6.1: Handover blocking obtained with and without the different merit-based
admission control mechanisms.
Both fairness tests have a common drawback: mobiles doing reservations at the
right moment still could have their reservations borrowed; they only are favoured
statistically.
Choosing a different anchor timing could still add fairness to the system; here,
fairness and performance are orthogonal issues.
The simulation’s results emphasize that PCR1 is not fair: mobiles reserving
channels for a longer period of time experience a better service at the expense of
the global handover blocking ratio. On the other hand, the results of merit-based
methods are divided up homogeneously. In particular, classes characterized by
low and high δ parameters systematically see their blocking decrease or increase,
respectively.
The advantage of the more complicated, probabilistic test is revealed by ta-
ble 6.1. It clearly shows that it performs better in terms of handover blocking.
The figures in parentheses give the relative difference with PCR1. The simple
test doesn’t take care of the fact that reservation lasting for about T time units are
likely to last during a much longer amount of time. This behaviour is particularly
harmful to mobile classes with small δ values.
As expected, the call blocking is not that much affected by the merit-based
schemes; relatively to PCR1, the simple test increases it by about 2% while the
probabilistic one increases it by about 4%.
The difference between the two merit tests is brought to the fore by figure 6.10.
The first plot shows the reservation time estimated by the probabilistic (equa-
tion 6.1) and the simple test (which approximates Ex≥t′ [|x−T |] ≃ |t
′−T |). Several
reservation duration densities d(·) have been considered:
• the gaussian mixture used in the simulation above (i.e. 4 gaussian distribu-
tions centered on 5, 10, 20 and 30 seconds with an extended deviation of 1
second);
• uniform densities over [0,M ] with M = 10, 20 or 30 seconds.
The optimal time is T=10s.
This plot helps to see which effective reservations can be borrowed: a mobile
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Figure 6.10: Comparision between the probabilistic and simple tests. The curves of
the first plot draw the reservation duration estimations for two reservation duration
distribution types; the first is the gaussian mixture used in the simulation above,
the second a uniform distribution over an interval of 10, 20 or 30 seconds. The
optimal time is T=10s.
that has a pending reservation that lasted t seconds can borrow an effective reserva-
tion that has already lasted t′ seconds if the curve ordinate at abscissa t′ is greater
than |t− T |.
The second plot draws the difference between the curves relative to the proba-
bilistic test and the curve relative to the simple test. The positive portion of the
curves shows when borrowing an effective reservation is easier with the probabilistic
test (i.e. borrowing is allowed for a longer interval centered on T ).
The simple test is clearly over-pessimistic when most reservations last less than
the optimal time, and over-pessimistic when dealing with long reservations. This
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fact explains the different behaviour of the merit tests. Considering the distribu-
tion related to the simulation above, one can observe that a mobile performing a
handover with a pending reservation that lasted t seconds —with ±1 < t < ±20,
i.e. a difference to the optimal time less than about 9s— can borrow any other
effective reservation using the probabilistic estimation, but cannot borrow those
that lasted between t and 20 − t seconds with the simple test. Being centered on
the optimal time, the 10s class does not experience this difference (for those mo-
biles, the [t, 2T − t] range is small). The 5s class is, on the contrary, badly off: its
mobiles cannot borrow reservations in the 5 to 15 seconds range (this is important
since most reservations last more than 5 seconds, and explains the high blocking
ratio experienced by this class in the simulations). Longer reservations experience
less problems, since the probabilistic curve come closer to the simple test’s and less
mobiles are likely to be involved in long reservations.
6.8 Conclusion
It is usually admitted that motion prediction can enhance the quality of service
provided by wireless networks. This chapter has discussed how the accuracy of the
prediction acts on the level of service in the particular case of cell access control.
It has been shown that, with certain access control protocols, reservations must
be done at the proper time; this ensures that the handover blocking ratio is min-
imized and that channels are not reserved for too long. Being able to perform a
reservation at the proper time implies some conditions on the prediction mecha-
nism, which have been quantified using simulations based on an abstract prediction
model.
This naturally leads to a modified access control scheme that penalizes early
and late reservations. This has two consequences: the network fairness is improved
(selfish mobiles are discouraged) and the overall handover blocking is minimized.
This has been confirmed by simulations.
In the future, the impact of movement prediction’s accuracy on other protocols
should be studied. The analysis of existing prediction schemes could allow one to
setup a more accurate abstract model than the one presented here.
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Routing a Disruption Tolerant Network
He who refuses to do arithmetic is doomed to talk nonsense.
— JOHN McCARTHY, Progress and its Sustainability (1995)
T
he research community has recently expressed a strong interest in Disruption
Tolerant Networks — i.e. ad hoc networks which can temporally be discon-
nected. This type of network models quite accurately the swarm of short-distance
wireless devices we commonly own, be it a GSM or a PDA.
Since the (dynamic) topology of such networks is directly determined by the
motion of the mobiles it is made of, and since users do not move randomly, it is
expected that the network topology can be guessed in advance. This knowledge of
the future network topology could be exploited by routing algorithms.
This chapter defines a framework that describes mathematically the predictabil-
ity of the future mobile nodes’ contacts. Using this framework, the expected end-
to-end packet delay can be computed once the packet route has been determined.
As an example of how the framework can be used, we demonstrate that it
allows one to elegantly adapt the Bellman-Ford algorithm to predictable Disruption
Tolerant Networks.
7.1 Introduction
Disruption (or Delay) Tolerant Networks (DTNs, [Zha06]) have been the subject of
much research activity in the last few years, pushing further the concept of ad hoc
networks. Like ad hoc networks, DTNs are infrastructureless, thus the packets are
relayed from one node to the next until they reach their destination. However, in
DTNs, node clusters can be completely disconnected from the rest of the network.
In this case, nodes must buffer the packets and wait until node mobility changes
the network’s topology, allowing the packets to be finally delivered.
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A network of Bluetooth-enabled PDAs, a village intermittently connected via
low Earth orbiting satellites, or even an interplanetary Internet ([BHT+03]) are
examples of disruption tolerant networks.
The atomic data unit is a group of packets to be delivered together. In DTN
parlance, it is called a message or a bundle; we use the latter in the following.
Routing in such networks is particularly challenging since it requires to take
into account the uncertainty of mobiles movements. The first method that has
been proposed in the literature is pretty radical and proposes to forward bundles
in an “epidemic”way ([VB00, SH03, JOW+02]), i.e., to copy them each time a new
node is encountered. This method of course results in optimum delays and delivery
probabilities, at the expense of an extremely high consumption of bandwidth (and,
thus, energy) and memory. To mitigate those shortcomings, the epidemic routing
has been enhanced using heuristics that allow the propagation of bundles to a
subset of all the nodes ([TR01, SPR04, SPR05]).
Since node’s buffer memory is not unlimited, a cache mechanism has been pro-
posed, where the most interesting bundles are kept (i.e. those that are likely to
reach their destination soon) and the others are discarded when the cache is full
([NPB03, WJMF05, LDS03, TZZ03, WJMF05, JLW05, LFC05]). Those schemes
must thus guess when a bundle will reach its destination, which is most of the time
computed thanks to frequency contact estimation (which reflects the probability
that two given nodes meet in the future). We examine such a scheme in more
details in the next section.
Few papers explore how the expected delay could be more precisely estimated
(notable exceptions are [SBRJ02, MHM05]). It has been proved ([MAZ04]) that a
perfect knowledge of the future node meetings allows the computation of an optimal
bundle routing.
This short overview emphasizes two shortcomings:
• Certain networks might be highly predictable (e.g. nodes are satellites and
links appear and vanish as they revolve around their planet), others are much
more chaotic. Previous work suppose either that nodes contacts are perfectly
deterministic and known in advance, or that only the contact frequency is
known for each pair of nodes. We propose to generalise these approaches and
suppose that each node knows a probability distribution of contacts in the
(near) future.
• [JOW+02] underlines the tradeoff between bundle delivery guarantees and
bandwidth/energy consumption: copying the bundles is costly since, in mo-
bile networks, those resources are scarce. Current schemes use a cache mech-
anism that ensures each node only receives the most relevant bundles, which
somehow mitigates this problem, but does not provide any rationale, except
the need to cope with mobiles limited memory. We propose to adapt the
bundle routing according to the delivery or delay guarantees required by the
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user.
We have defined a framework that allows one to formalize the behaviour of a
predictable DTN. It defines precisely how the mobiles motion predictability can
be modeled and, given a routing algorithm, uses this predictability to estimate at
what pace the bundle reaches its destination.
As an example of how this framework can be used, we give a packet forwarding
algorithm optimized to meet the delay/bandwidth consumption trade-off: packets
are duplicated so as to (statistically) guarantee a given delay or delivery probability,
but not too much so as to reduce bandwidth, energy, and memory consumption.
7.2 Previous work
In this section, we briefly explain the existing DTN routing protocol we find the
most similar to the one proposed in this thesis ([Zha06, BBL05]) . This should help
the reader to better grasp the point of view we try to emphasize.
As in our work, this method tries to estimate the end-to-end delivery probability
and delay, and uses this estimation to route bundles efficiently.
The method assumes that the bundles are destined to a given stationary location
(e.g. a given office). Bundle transmission delays are neglected, but we consider that
each node has limited bundle buffering capabilities.
Assuming that a node’s probability of visiting a location is strongly correlated
with its past visit history, the probability that node k visits location i —denoted
P k0 (i)— is given by:
P k0 (i) = t
k
i /t
where tki is the number of rounds node k visited location i in the past t rounds.
We can now compute the probability that the bundle is successfully delivered
to location i, starting with node k and with the help of at most one intermediate
node. We have:
P k1 (i) = 1−
∏
j in node set
(
1−mj,kP
j
0 (i)
)
where mj,k is the meeting probability of nodes j and k, estimated thanks to the
past meeting rate (mk,k = 1).
We can finally generalize to n hops (at most):
P kn (i) = 1−
∏
j in node set
(
1−mj,kP
j
n−1(i)
)
When nodes j and k meet, they compare their list of to be delivered bundles.
Bundles are exchanged between j and k using an empirical algorithm (details can
be found in [BBL05]); this exchange is such that:
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• The mobiles’ buffer capacity is never exceeded.
• Bundles are exchanged if the other peer can more effectively carry it to its des-
tination i. This is estimated by comparing P jn(i) and P
k
n (i) (with n sufficiently
high; [BBL05] claims that low values of n already give a good estimation of
the end-to-end delivery probability).
We can observe that this method tries to extrapolate how frequently nodes will
meet in the future, but does so very roughly. We propose a more nuanced scheme
which uses as much information as possible from the knowledge of the future nodes
movements.
7.3 Predictable future contacts
The network is composed of a finite set of wireless nodes N that can move and
thus, from time to time, come into contact.
In the sequel, a contact between two nodes happens when those nodes have
setup a bi-directional wireless link between them. A contact is always considered
long enough to allow all the required data exchanges to take place1.
7.3.1 Contact profiles
We expect the mobiles motion to be, to a certain extent, predictable, yet obvi-
ously the degree of predictability varies from one network to another. Sometimes
nodes motion is known in advance because they must stick to a given schedule
(e.g. a network of buses) or because their trajectory can easily be modelled (e.g.
nodes embedded in a satellite). Other networks are less predictable, yet not totally
random: colleagues could be pretty sure to meet every day during working hours,
without any other time guarantee. Mobile nodes behaviour could also be learnt
automatically so as to extract cyclical contact patterns.
We therefore suppose that each node pair {a, b} ⊂ N can estimate its contact
probability for each (discrete) time step in the near future. We call it a contact
profile and denote it Cab : N → [0, 1]. The time step duration should be chosen
small compared to the expected network’s end-to-end delay. Figure 7.1 gives an
hypothetical contact profile. In the following, we suppose the profile known for
each node pair.
Contact profiles can easily represent situations usually depicted in the literature:
• A constant profile Cab(t) = k describes a node pair that only knows its contact
frequency. For example, the profile Cab(t) = 1/30 (probability of contact per
day) corresponds to two nodes a and b meeting once a month on average.
1This is a major difference with [MAZ04] which does not neglect bundle transmission times.
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Figure 7.1: Example of contact profile of a node pair over a month. The height of
a bar gives the probability that two nodes meet (at least once) during the corre-
sponding 12-hour time period. Here, nodes are supposed to meet at the beginning
of each week, but the exact day is unknown.
• Perfect knowledge of nodes meeting times results in a profile made of peaks:
∀t ∈ N : Cab(t) ∈ {0, 1}.
In practice, unknown contact profiles could be replaced by a constant function
equal to zero on its domain to get a defensive approximation of their behaviour.
The following sections aim at studying how bundles propagate from one node
to another in a network whose nodes’ contact profiles are known.
7.3.2 First contact distribution
It is easy to deduce the probability distribution of a (first) contact at time t between
nodes a and b ∈ N given their profile Cab; we denote this distribution dab. Since
the probability of a first contact at time t is the probability of meeting at time step
t times the probability not to meet at time steps 0, 1, . . . , t− 1, we have:
dab(t) = Cab(t)
t−1∏
i=0
(
1− Cab(i)
)
∀a, b ∈ N , ∀t ∈ N (7.1)
The distributions domain is N since contact profiles have been defined using
discrete time steps. We extend the distributions to R to get rid of this artifact.
Notice that dab is not a well-defined probability distribution since its integral over
its domain is not equal to 1: two nodes might never meet. Those considerations
directly lead to the definition of the first contact distribution set.
Definition 7.1. The first contact distribution set, C, is the set of functions2
f : R+ → R+ such that
∫∞
0
f(x) dx ≤ 1.
2
R
+ denotes the set of positive reals.
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Contact profiles have a shortcoming: they do not allow us to express contact
interdependencies; for example, they cannot model that two nodes are certain to
meet exactly one during the weekend without knowing exactly which day (if a
probability of .5 is assignated to Saturday and Sunday, there is a .25 probability
that the nodes will meet twice). First contact distributions have no such limitations.
Therefore, when it is possible, one could find preferable to generate them directly
without relying on contact profiles.
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Figure 7.2: First contact probability distribution corresponding to the contact
profile figure 7.1. (Each bar corresponds to a 12-hour period.)
Figure 7.2 gives the dab distribution corresponding to the contact profile Cab
depicted in figure 7.1.
Notice that if a bundle is delivered directly from a to b, knowing the first contact
distribution allows an easy verification of a large spectrum of guarantees, such as
the average delay or the probability of delivery before a certain date.
7.4 Delivery distributions
7.4.1 Definition
First contact distributions can be generalized to take into account the knowledge
that no contact were made before a certain date.
Let Dab(T, t) be the probability distribution that a and b require a delay of t
time steps to meet for the first time after time step T . Since these distributions will
be the building blocks that allow us to compute when a bundle can be delivered
to its destination, we call them delivery distributions. Dab can directly be derived
from the contact profile Cab:
Dab(T, t) = Cab(T + t)
T+t−1∏
i=T
(
1− Cab(i)
)
∀a, b ∈ N , ∀T, t ∈ N (7.2)
As before, the domain of these functions can be extended to R+
2
.
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Figure 7.3: The Dab(T, t) function matching the contact profile given in figure 7.1.
Definition 7.2. The delivery distribution set, D, holds all the functions f : R+2 →
R
+ such that ∀T ∈ R+ :
∫∞
0
f(T, x) dx ≤ 1.
Notice the inequality.
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Figure 7.4: The contact probability density Dab(9, ·) matching the contact profile
given in figure 7.1.
TheDab(T, t) distribution corresponding to the contact profile given in figure 7.1
is plotted in figure 7.3. Figure 7.4 plots the function Dab(9, ·) (i.e. a section of
Dab(T, t) in the T = 9 plane); the D(T, ·) functions of course belong to C (∀T ≥ 0).
Notice that Dab(T, ·) is the expected delivery delay distribution for a bundle
sent directly from a source a to a destination b if a decides to send it at time T .
7.4.2 Order relation on distributions
We define an order relation between first contact distributions. Intuitively, this
relation allows one to compare two distributions to find which one represents more
frequent or predictable contacts. A rigorous definition is given below.
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Definition 7.3 specifies when
two contact distributions d1, d2
are such that d1  d2. The
plots show two distribution ex-
amples (top) and their cumu-
lative function (denoted d∗1 and
d∗2, middle plot). We have d1 
d2 iff ∀t ≥ 0 : d
∗
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d1 hold.
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tions; its distribution is the
derivative of the cumulative
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By definition of sup{d1, d2},
if d  d1 and d  d2, then
d  sup{d1, d2} (∀d ∈ C). The
infimum (or greatest lower
bound) is defined in a similar
manner.
Since every element of C2
has a corresponding supremum
and infimum, the  relation
defines a lattice structure on C
(and on D).
Figure 7.5: The  relation: example.
Definition 7.3. The first contact distributions d1 ∈ C is greater (or equal) than
d2 ∈ C (denoted d1  d2) if and only if:
∀x ≥ 0 :
∫ x
0
d1(t) dt ≥
∫ x
0
d2(t) dt (7.3)
This relation is a partial order (but not a total order as there exist d1, d2 ∈ C
such that neither d1  d2 nor d1  d2). Figure 7.5 gives an example of incomparable
first contact distributions.
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It appears difficult to define a total order on C: comparing the distributions d1
and d2 in figure 7.5 is a matter of choice and depends on the bundle delivery guar-
antees one wants to enforce. The  relation is thus a least common denominator,
and could be replaced in what follows with a more restrictive order definition.
The worst (smallest) element of C is the ⊥ (bottom) distribution: ⊥(t) = 0
(∀t ≥ 0). The best (greatest) first contact distribution is denoted ⊤ (top): ⊤(t) =
δ(t) (∀t ≥ 0); the δ symbol denotes the Dirac distribution.
The  relation can be extended to D. For all D1, D2 ∈ D:
D1  D2 ⇐⇒ ∀T ≥ 0 : D1(T, ·)  D2(T, ·)
TheD⊥ delivery distribution is such that ∀T ≥ 0 : D⊥(T, ·) ≡ ⊥. The definition
of D⊤ follows immediately.
7.5 Delivery distribution operators
7.5.1 The forwarding operator
Let Dsbd be the delivery distribution associated with the delivery of a bundle from
a source node s to a destination d via node b. More precisely, if s decides to
send a bundle at time T , it will reach d after a delay described by the Dsbd(T, ·)
distribution. Dsbd can be computed thanks to Dsb and Dbd:
Dsbd ≡ Dsb ⊗Dbd (7.4)
The ⊗ (or forwarding) operator is a function defined for all distribution pair.
We have ⊗ : D2 → D:(
D1 ⊗D2
)
(T, t) =
∫ t
0
D1(T, x)D2(T + x, t− x) dx (7.5)
It is easy to see that this operator is associative but not commutative.
Equation (7.5) simply states that since the total delivery delay is equal to t, if
the delay to reach b is equal to x, then the delay from b to d is t− x.
Equation (7.4) can be generalized: a bundle could be forwarded through several
intermediate hops before reaching its destination. We denoteDs−d (notice the dash)
the delivery delay distribution for a bundle sent from a source s to a destination d
at time T ; from now on, ⊗ will thus be applied to any kind of delivery distributions.
For example, the graph below depicts a simple delivery path, i.e. a sequence of
forwarding nodes; the corresponding delivery distribution is also given.
s // a // b // d : Ds−d ≡ Dsa ⊗Dab ⊗Dbd
We say that two delivery paths with a common source s and destination d are
disjoint if the intersection of the set of nodes they involve is {s, d}.
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7.5.2 The duplication operator
Let DsCd
d
be the delivery distribution associated with the delivery of a bundle from
s to d if it is duplicated so as to follow the disjoint delivery paths described by the
distributions Ds−d and D
′
s−d. We have:
DsCd
d
≡ Ds−d ⊕D
′
s−d (7.6)
The ⊕ (or duplication) operator is a function ⊕ : D2 → D, defined as follows:
(
D1 ⊕D2
)
(T, t) =
(
1−
∫ t
0
D1(T, x) dx
)
D2(T, t)+(
1−
∫ t
0
D2(T, x) dx
)
D1(T, t) (7.7)
The expected delay computed is that of the first bundle to reach the destination
d. It is easy to see that ⊕ is associative and commutative. Operators ⊗ and ⊕ can
be combined to consider more complex forwarding strategies, assigning a higher
precedence to ⊗.
Equation (7.7) is the sum of two terms. Each term is the probability that the
bundle reaches the destination after a delay t using one path and that the bundle
following the other path is not arrived yet.
Notice that we have both D1 ⊕D2  D1 and D1 ⊕D2  D2 (appendix, corol-
lary C.1). This means that, contrary to what happens in deterministic networks,
duplicating a bundle to send it along two paths can improve performance: it is not
the case that the best path always delivers the bundle first.
The definition of this operator allows us to apply it to arbitrary independent
distributions (for example, involving duplication and forwarding). This allows the
computation of the distribution associated with a non trivial way to deliver a
bundle, such as the one depicted below; the corresponding distribution formula is
given on the right. Two arrows leaving a node depict a duplication.
e // d
s //
""FF
FF b
//
;;xxxx
f // d
c // d
: Ds−d ≡
(
Dsc ⊗Dcd
)
⊕(
Dsb ⊗ (Dbe ⊗Ded ⊕Dbf ⊗Dfd)
)
Figure 7.6 shows examples of the distributions obtained using those operators.
As expected, the “duplication” operator shortens the delays and increases the de-
livery probability.
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Figure 7.6: An example of the forwarding (⊗) and duplication (⊕) operators. We
denote D1 the delivery distribution depicted in figure 7.3. The top part of this
figure depicts a contact profile (left) and the associated delivery distribution D2
(dark squares represent a probability equal to 1). The left 3D plot depicts D1⊗D2,
the right one D1 ⊕D2.
7.5.3 The scheduling operator
Let Ds d
d
be the delivery distribution that, every time a bundle has to be sent,
chooses the best delivery strategy out of Ds−d and D
′
s−d. We have:
Ds d
d
≡ Ds−d ⊘D
′
s−d (7.8)
The definition of ⊘ is straightforward. It is a function ⊘ : D2 → D such that:
(
D1 ⊘D2
)
(T, t) =
{
D1(T, t) if D2(T, ·) 6 D1(T, ·)
D2(T, t) otherwise
(7.9)
If s sends a bundle at time T , it is delivered using D2(T, ·) if and only if
D2(T, ·)  D1(T, ·). This operator is not commutative since  is not a total
order: when D1(T, ·) and D2(T, ·) cannot be compared, D1(T, ·) is chosen. This
new operator can be combined with the other two (⊗ and ⊕) assigning it a lower
precedence.
The following example involves all the operators defined above. Two arrows
leaving a node, one of them dotted, depict a scheduling operation. The dotted arrow
leads to the second argument of ⊘, emphasizing the operator’s non-commutativity.
e // d
s //
""FF
FF b
//
;;
f // d
c // d
: Ds−d ≡
(
Dsc ⊗Dcd
)
⊕(
Dsb ⊗ (Dbf ⊗Dfd ⊘Dbe ⊗Ded)
)
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7.5.4 Delivery schemes
We have defined a delivery path as a delivery strategy that only involves forwarding.
A delivery scheme with source s and destination d is a general delivery strategy
that allows a bundle to be delivered from s to d. It can use an arbitrary number
of forwarding, duplication and scheduling operations. A delivery path is thus a
particular delivery scheme.
Two delivery schemes from s to d are disjoint if the intersection of the set of
nodes they involve is {s, d}.
7.6 Delivery guarantees
Knowing the delay distribution ds−d ∈ C associated with the delivery of a bundle
allows us to verify a large range of conditions on permissible delays or on delivery
probabilities.
For example, the condition∫ ∞
0
ds−d(t) t dt ≤ dmax
imposes a maximum expected delay dmax, while∫ 1h
0
ds−d(t) dt ≥ .9 and
∫ 24h
0
ds−d(t) dt ≥ .99
matches distributions delivering a bundle in less than one hour nine times out of
ten, and in less than a day with a probability of 99%.
We naturally impose that a condition fulfilled for a certain delivery scheme must
be fulfilled for better schemes.
Definition 7.4. A delivery condition C is a predicate: C : C → {true, false} iff
∀d1, d2 ∈ C such that d1  d2, we have C(d2) =⇒ C(d1).
A condition C can be extended to a delivery distribution D ∈ D:
C(D) ⇐⇒ ∀T ≥ 0 : C
(
D(T, ·)
)
7.7 Delivering bundles with guarantees
7.7.1 Probabilistic Bellman-Ford
Algorithm 7.1 adapts the Bellman-Ford algorithm to predictable disruption tolerant
networks. In this section, we do not allow bundle duplication. Notice that, in
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Algorithm 7.1: Probabilistic Bellman-Ford
Data: d is the destination node
∀ x ∈ N \ {d} : Bx ← D⊥;1
Bd ← D⊤;2
repeat3
stabilized ← true;4
forall x ∈ N do5
forall y ∈ N do6
Dxy−d ← Dxy ⊗By;7
if Bx 6= Bx ⊘Dxy−d then8
stabilized ← false;9
Bx ← Bx ⊘Dxy−d;10
end11
end12
end13
until stabilized ;14
general, the concept of “shortest path” is meaningless since the  relation is a
partial order.
Similarly to the Bellman-Ford algorithm, algorithm 7.1 computes, for every
node n ∈ N , the best distribution leading to the destination found so far (Bn).
This distribution is propagated to its neighbours (i.e. all the other nodes since the
network is infrastructureless).
Once node x receives the best delivery distribution By found by y, it computes
the delivery distribution obtained if it would send the bundle directly to y, and if
y would forward it according to By. The resulting distribution is denoted Dxy−d
(line 6).
Dxy−d is compared to the best known distribution to the destination (Bx) by
means of the ⊘ operator. If Dxy−d is better than Bx on some time intervals, Bx is
updated (line 9).
The algorithm terminates once no more Bx distribution is updated.
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 demonstrate how the algorithm works by means of a small
example.
As mentioned before, this algorithm generalizes both [TZZ03] (i.e. converges
to the “shortest expected path”) and [MAZ04]3 (i.e. finds the exact shortest path in
the case of perfectly predictable networks).
3To be fair, this work also deals with message transmission delays, which are not considered
here.
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The delivery computed by this algorithm depends on the order at which the
elements of N are picked up (lines 5 and 6). In practice, it might be preferable to
rely on a heuristic to choose the preferred elements first.
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Figure 7.7: A predictable network. This graph gives the contact profiles of the
nodes a, b, c, d, e ∈ N . Unconnected nodes never meet each other: they have a
null contact profile (and a corresponding delivery distribution D⊥). The label
connecting the other nodes describes which days they might have a contact. For
example, there is one chance out of four that b and c meet on Thursday, and one
out of two on Friday.
7.7.2 Guarantees
Our aim is now to find a way to deliver bundles that fulfills a given condition
C as specified in definition 7.4, while trying to minimize the network’s band-
width/energy/memory consumption.
Ideally, the DTN is predictable enough to enforce condition C without dupli-
cating any bundle. We thus propose to rely on algorithm 7.1 to find a first delivery
scheme (and, thus, a first delivery distribution D1).
If C is not fulfilled by D1, we search for another fast bundle forwarding scheme
using algorithm 7.1; let D2 be its delivery distribution. We then duplicate the
bundle on both delivery schemes, yielding a distribution D1⊕D2. We have already
pointed out that D1 ⊕ D2  D1, thus C(D1 ⊕ D2) is more likely to be true then
C(D1).
This process is iterated until C is finally fulfilled.
As mentioned in section 7.5.2, the distribution computed by the “duplication”
(⊕) operator is biased if its operands are not independent distributions. The simple
distribution formula (Dsb ⊗Dbd)⊕ (Dsb ⊗Dbd) brings to light the problem caused
by dependent distributions.
To avoid this bias, we ensure that D1 and D2 are independent by forbidding D2
to rely on the nodes involved in D1 (source and destination nodes excluded, line 5).
The resulting algorithm is given below.
Nothing guarantees of course that there exists a way to deliver bundles that
satisfies C: even an epidemic broadcasting might not suffice.
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These plots show how our probabilistic Bellman-
Ford algorithm behaves. This example is based
on a simple network made of 5 nodes. The nodes
contact profiles are given in figure 7.7. In this
example, a is the source node and e is the desti-
nation.
At first (1), all the nodes (but the destination)
have no knowledge of any path to the destination;
their best distribution is thus set to D⊥. The des-
tination’s delivery distribution to itself is of course
D⊤.
After the first iteration (2), since only c and d
have contacts with the destination, only Bc and
Bd are modified. They are set to the direct con-
tact with the destination distribution since, for
example, Dc−e ⊗D⊤ =Dc−e. The delivery distri-
butions are depicted as a square plot; the x-axis
is the bundle sending time, the y-axis is the delay
to reach the destination. Each square represents a
24 hour period, the first column matches bundles
sent on Monday.
During the next iteration (3), a discovers it might
meet with d before d meets e. Ba is thus changed
to Da−d ⊗Dd−e. The bundles received by b can be
forwarded to c or d. The distributions Db−c−e and
Db−d−e are thus compared; bundles sent Tuesday
or before are sent via d, those sent after Tuesday
are sent via c.
The last iteration (4) allows a to decide when bun-
dles should be sent to b or d. The distributions
Ba and Da−b ⊗ Bb are thus compared. Neither c
nor d should forward bundles to b, thus Bc and
Bd are left untouched.
The algorithm is stabilized since neither b, c, or d
should forward bundles via a.
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Figure 7.8: Finding a shortest path using the probabilistic Bellman-Ford algorithm.
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Algorithm 7.2: Constrained probabilistic delivery
Data: Network nodes N ; delivery condition C
Data: Bundle source s and destination d
B ← D⊥ ;1
repeat2
Using nodes in N , compute D ∈ D via algorithm 7.1 ;3
B ← B ⊕D ;4
N ←
(
N \ {nodes involved in D}
)
∪ {s, d} ;5
until C(B) or N = {s, d} ;6
7.7.3 More on disjoint delivery schemes
The constrained probabilistic delivery algorithm above computes a delivery scheme
that consists of duplicating the bundle to multiple, independent, non-duplicating
delivery schemes.
To ensure independence, algorithm 7.2 enforces those non-duplicating delivery
schemes to operate on completely distinct node sets. This might be too stringent
if the network is small or sparse. We thus propose to allow such a delivery scheme
to use nodes that are unlikely to receive a bundle according to the other schemes.
The resulting delivery distributions will thus be almost independent.
Line 5 of algorithm 7.2 is thus changed: only the nodes involved in D with a
probability higher than a given threshold are removed. The specific value of this
threshold is a function of the network considered.
The rest of this section explains how to compute the probability that a given
node receives a bundle, given a (non-duplicating) delivery scheme computed by
algorithm 7.1.
We have seen that the proposed modified Bellman-Ford algorithm does not
lead to a simple routing table: if a bundle reaches a given node at time T , its next
hop depends on its destination and on T . Each node n divides time in intervals
In1 , I
n
2 , . . . (by means of the ⊘ operator, algorithm 7.1 line 7), and each interval I
matches a given next hop Hn(I). In the example figure 7.8, node b has defined two
intervals: Ib1 = [Monday,Tuesday] and I
b
2 = [Wednesday, Sunday]; Hb(I
b
1) = d and
Hb(I
b
2) = c.
A bundle crosses a number of nodes on its way to its destination. We compute
the probability Pn that a given node n is one of them.
Let s be the bundle source node and d the destination. If the bundle is ready
to be sent at time T , it should reach n = Hs(I), where I is the time interval of
s such that T ∈ I. The bundle arrival time at n follows the contact distribution
N(x) =Dsn(T, x), thus Pn =
∫∞
0
N(x) dx.
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D1 ⊕D2
D1 ⊕D2 ⊕D3
⊤
⊥
C
¬C
B1
s
B2
s
D1
D2D3
Figure 7.9: Finding a fast delivery scheme that fulfills condition C using algo-
rithms 7.1 and 7.2. This figure represents the delivery distribution lattice (in-
troduced in figure 7.5); it is depicted the usual way (basically, an element is
greater than another one if it is placed above). The greyed area corresponds to
elements that satisfy condition C. 1. The adapted Bellman-Ford algorithm is
used to find a distribution (D1) that characterizes a fast way to deliver bundles;
Bis denotes the source node’s best distribution found after i iterations. We have
⊥  B1s  B
2
s  · · ·  D1. 2. Since ¬C(D1), another disjoint delivery distribution,
D2, is computed using algorithm 7.1. Combined with D1, it leads to D1⊕D2 which
still does not satisfy C. D3 is thus computed, and combined withD1 andD2, gives a
satisfactory delivery scheme D1⊕D2⊕D3. We have D1  D1⊕D2  D1⊕D2⊕D3.
Once the bundle has been received by n, each time interval Ini matches a po-
tential next hop ni = Hn(I
n
i ). We have:
Nni (x) =
∫
{t∈Ini |t≤x}
N(t)Dnni(t, x− t) dt (7.10)
Pni =
∫ ∞
0
Nni (x) dx (7.11)
Equation (7.10) gives the bundle time arrival distribution at the next hop ni.
This process can be continued recursively until the probability of receiving the
bundle is known for all nodes.
The bundle forwarding process can be represented by a graph. The children of
a node are the potential next hops. The graph obtained for the example depicted
in figure 7.8 is given below.
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The numbers labelling the nodes are the probabilities of receiving the bundle,
as given by (7.11). The destination e thus receives the bundle with a probability
of 25
256
+ 9
16
.
7.8 Conclusion and future works
We propose to model contacts between a disruption tolerant network’s mobile nodes
as a random process, characterized by contact distributions. Such a description is
more general than those generally encountered in the literature.
We show how such contact distributions can be combined to compute the bun-
dle delivery delay distribution corresponding to a given delivery strategy (i.e. a
description of the nodes forwarding decisions). We show how the Bellman-Ford
algorithm can be adapted to cope with such stochastic networks.
There is a tradeoff between a bundle’s delivery probability/delay and the con-
sumption of network resources. We propose to duplicate bundles along disjoint
“shortest” paths so as to meet a given delivery guarantee without consuming too
many resources. The corresponding algorithms are given.
The work presented in this chapter can be continued along several lines.
We have proposed a way to route bundles through the network; other routing
strategies should be explored and compared.
Three operators on delivery distributions have been defined. Others could be
added so as to describe more subtle routing decisions, or to deal with bundles
transmission delays.
Network traces should be analysed so as to quantify their predictability, to com-
pare delivery strategies, and to measure how predictability impacts performance.
In this context, both the Reality ([EP05, EP06]) and Haggle ([Dio]) projects
provide valuable contact traces collected in real-world situations.
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Conclusions & Perspectives
We can only see a short distance ahead,
but we can see plenty there that needs to be done.
— ALAN M. TURING,
Computing Machinery and Intelligence (1950)
Mobile networks have become nearly ubiquitous and now propose a decent band-
width to always smaller and cheaper wireless devices.
Users have been quick to endorse the technology and now demand an on-the-go
access to interactive services such as voice, video on demand, or teleconferencing
over the Internet.
In this context, mobility prediction has an important role to play. It allows the
network to take proactive actions that mitigate the impact of user mobility.
In the present thesis, we have seen the mobility prediction problem from three
points of view that we can summarize using three questions:
• What is the practicability of mobility prediction? Prediction supposes a cer-
tain regularity of the terminal movements. This question explores the validity
of this assumption.
• How can we perform it? If the terminal movements have a degree of regular-
ity, how can we observe and model it so as to actually predict the mobile’s
destination?
• What benefit does it bring? If we suppose an effective mobility prediction
scheme, how can it be used to improve the network performance?
In the following, we give a quick overview of the answers we have given to those
questions and how the undertaken researches could be continued.
Mobility prediction can be performed either by the network infrastructure or
by the terminals themselves. While it might seem that this last solution —even
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Figure 8.1: Overview of the thesis.
if it appears to be more difficult to implement in practice— should lead to less
prediction errors, we have in fact shown that, at least in the particular case of
WLANs, the difference can be quite limited.
This comparison between prediction agents (access point or mobile terminal)
could be continued with other network technologies. It would be interesting to
perform similar experiments using information related to the mobile physical loca-
tion. Since a lot of motion constraints (e.g. streets and roads) are shared by all
the mobiles, our feeling is that the results we have obtained in the case of WLANs
should continue to hold.
Different tasks (e.g. routing, resource reservation, pre-registration,. . . ) can
benefit from mobility prediction. In our view, it is thus interesting to see it as a
general service. It is thus sensible to try and design generic prediction methods such
as the one we proposed in chapter 4. It helps separate out technology-dependent
concerns (such as locating the terminal) from the prediction algorithm itself, and
removes a number of hypotheses about the process under study. For example, we
do not assume the knowledge of the motion dynamic or the cell geometry.
Recently, several works emphasize the importance of “cognitive” networks. The
idea is to automatically learn the workings of the network in order to help its
management. This matches the way we view mobility prediction, and we argue
that it fits well to this framework.
Cognitive networks output management hints, and take their inputs from the
monitoring of the network itself. In chapter 5, we have presented a way to route
the pieces of information extracted from the network monitoring in such a way that
uninteresting measurements are discarded, while relevant ones are routed sensibly.
Even if we have presented this work in the (restrictive) context of mobility
prediction, we think this is a first step towards completely decentralized, “intelli-
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gent” cognitive systems. One could for example imagine that unusual bandwidth
consumption or packet loss measurements could be automatically sent to the ap-
propriate decision point which would respond with new routing rules.
We have presented ways of using mobility prediction in chapters 6 and 7.
Chapter 6 deals with a call admission algorithm designed for cellular networks.
Our contribution is twofold. Using simulations, we have first determined the im-
pact of the prediction method’s accuracy on the performance of the call admission
algorithm. Secondly, we have pinpointed the problem induced by the presence of
selfish users which could degrade the performance of the whole system for their
own benefit; we have proposed a solution to restore fairness.
Such problems of fairness can also be addressed using the theory of incentives
(which is derived from game theory). It would be interesting to compare this
approach to the one we have proposed, and see their respective benefits and short-
comings.
Chapter 7 tackles the problem of packet routing in a Disruption Tolerant Net-
work. Although the applicability of DTNs remains unclear, we think they might
be a good network model for the swarm of small short range wireless devices that
are now commonplace.
With DTNs, packet forwarding depends on changes in the network topology,
which themselves depends on nodes mobility. Under the assumption that node
mobility can be (at least roughly) predicted, and assuming the packet forwarding
strategy is known, we have built a framework that allows us to estimate the packet
end-to-end delay distribution. In the future, we hope it will help realize studies in
a formal context and to ease the understanding of new routing algorithms.
Using the above-mentioned framework, we have been able to elegantly modify
the well-known Bellman-Ford algorithm in order to suit it to disruption tolerant
networks. The resulting procedure generalizes other works that have been done in
the same context.
As a future work, new routing algorithms should be developed, and their per-
formance should be evaluated using real mobility traces. Considering a network of
devices that can communicate if their owner are next the other, the network topol-
ogy is then directly determined by social behaviour. An interesting research area
is thus the relationship between packet routing and social networks. The impact
of mobility prediction accuracy should be quantified.
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Acronyms
AAA — Authentication, Authorization and Accounting
ACK — Acknowledgment
AI — Artificial Intelligence
AP — Access Point
APC — Access Point Centric
AR — Access Router
ARP — Address Resolution Protocol
ATM — Asynchronous Transfer Mode
BF — Bellman-Ford
BS — Base Station
BW — Bandwidth
CAC — Call Admission Control
CAR — Candidate Access Router
CARD — Candidate Access Router Discovery
CDMA — Code Division Multiple Access
CN — Corresponding Node
CTT — Cell Travelling Time
CoA — Care-of Address
DE — Decision Engine
DS — Distribution System
DSL — Digital Subscriber Liner
DTN — Disruption/Delay Tolerant Network
FA — Foreign Agent
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A. ACRONYMS
FBack — Fast Binding Acknowledgment
FBU — Fast Binding Update
FIFO — First In First Out
FHO — Fast Handover
FN — Foreign Network
GFA — Gateway Foreign Agent
GPS — Global Positioning System
GSM — Global System for Mobile communication
HA — Home Agent
HAck — Handover Acknowledge
HI — Handover Initiate
H-MIP — Hierarchical Mobile IP
HMM — Hidden Markov Model
HO — Handover
ICMP — Internet Control Message Protocol
IETF — Internet Engineering Task Force
IEEE — Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IrDA — Infrared Data Association
LAN — Local Area Network
LZ — Lempel-Ziv
MA — Mobility Agent
MAC — Medium Access Control
MAN — Metropolitan Area Network
MANET — Mobile Ad Hoc Network
MAP — Mobile Anchor Point
MH — Mobile Host
MHC — Mobile Host Centric
MIP — Mobile IP
ML — Machine Learning
MN — Mobile Node
MS — Mobile Station
MT — Mobile Terminal
NAR — Next Access Router
NCoA — New CoA
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NPC — Non-deterministic Polynomial-time Complete
PAR — Previous Access Router
PCoA — Previous CoA
PCR — Predictive Channel Reservation
PCS — Personal Communication System
PDA — Personal Digital Assistant
PPM — Prediction by partial match
QoS — Quality of Service
RARP — Reverse ARP
RFC — Request for Comments
RSSHT — Relative Signal Strength with Hysteresis and Threshold
RTT — Round-Trip Time
SCTP — Stream Control Transport Protocol
SIP — Session Initiation Protocol
S-MIP — Seamless Mobile IP
SNMP — Simple Network Management Protocol
SNR — Signal to Noise Ratio
SS — Signal Strength
STA — Mobile station
TDOA — Time Difference of Arrival
TCP — Transmission Control Protocol
UDP — User Datagram Protocol
UMTS — Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
VoIP — Voice over IP
WCDMA — wideband CDMA
WLAN — Wireless LAN
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Implementation of HMMs-related algorithms
In chapter 4, we have extensively presented and used Hidden Markov Models, which
is a simple learning method that allows to model various processes under the first-
order markovian hypothesis — see equation (4.1) — and assuming the process is
time-independent.
Those models have been introduced by Rabiner and Juang, and are frequently
used, for example, in biology (e.g. [FPD+06]) and speech recognition (e.g. [RJ93]).
We have implemented an efficient, open-source1, clean and general purpose
library written in the JavaTM language ([JGB05]) and called Jahmm2.
It has been cited in various research articles and is used as an educational tool
for several machine learning courses ([ZBRC06, LC05, LH05, CKP+06]. . . ).
It covers all the standard algorithms related to HMMs: forward-backward (es-
timation of the probability of a sequence), Viterbi (computation of the most likely
state sequence given an observation sequence), Kullback-Leibler (probabilistic dis-
tance measure between HMMs, see [RJ85]), generation of observation sequences
given a HMM, Baum-Welch and k-means (the last two are learning procedures).
The algorithms complexities are guaranteed to be those given by the theory.
Two difficulties have been encountered during the library programming that are
seldom discussed in theory:
• The Baum-Welch training algorithm involves evaluating the probability of the
learning observation sequence. This can cause a problem for long sequences
since the probability of a sequence decreases exponentially fast with its length.
This problem can be solved by an appropriate scaling some variables involved
in this computation (see [RJ93]).
• The training algorithms must handle multiple observation sequences. The
1It is distributed under the GNU General Public License v2, see http://www.gnu.org/.
2For Java HMM, pronounced jam (see [Fra03]).
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training is usually done using a single observation sequence. In practice,
several observation sequences S1, S2, . . . , Sn are used to estimate the model
parameters. The Baum-Welch and k-means procedures must thus be modified
so as to maximize
∏n
i=1 P[Si | λ] or
∏n
i=1 P[Si, Q∗i | λ] respectively — with
the same notations as those introduced in equation (4.9).
This library is available at
http://www.run.montefiore.ulg.ac.be/~francois/software/jahmm/
It is one of the most well-known general purpose HMM library available in
open-source.
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We have seen in chapter 7 that the contacts between the networks’s nodes can be
formalized by means of first contact distributions (the set of such distributions is
denoted C, see definition 7.1) and delivery distributions (the delivery distributions
set is denoted D, see definition 7.2).
Both the elements of C and D can be compared by means of the  (partial)
order relation (definition 7.3).
This appendix details a few interesting properties of this operator and of the
elements of C and D.
The definition of the operators that can be applied to delivery distributions are
given in section 7.5.
Lemma C.1. ∀D1, D2, D3 ∈ D, we have D2  D3 ⇒ D1 ⊕D2  D1 ⊕D3.
Proof. Given the definition of ⊕ and , one must prove that, ∀D1, D2 ∈ D, ∀T ≥
0, t ≥ 0, given D2  D3:
∫ t
0
[
1−
∫ x
0
D1(T, y) dy
]
D2(T, x) +
[
1−
∫ x
0
D2(T, y) dy
]
D1(T, x) dx
≥
∫ t
0
[
1−
∫ x
0
D1(T, y) dy
]
D3(T, x) +
[
1−
∫ x
0
D3(T, y) dy
]
D1(T, x) dx (C.1)
The left-hand part can be written as:
∫ t
0
D1(T, x) dx+
∫ t
0
D2(T, x) dx−∫ t
0
∫ x
0
[D1(T, x)D2(T, y) +D1(T, y)D2(T, x)] dy dx (C.2)
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Changing the double integral’s integration order, the last term of (C.2) is equal
to:∫ t
0
D1(T, x)
∫ x
0
D2(T, y) dy dx+
∫ t
0
D1(T, x)
∫ t
x
D2(T, y) dy dx =∫ t
0
D1(T, x) dx
∫ t
0
D2(T, y) dy (C.3)
The same procedure can be applied to the right-hand part of (C.1). (C.1) is
thus equivalent to: ∫ t
0
D2(T, x) dx ≥
∫ t
0
D3(T, x) dx (C.4)
Which holds by hypothesis.
Corollary C.1. ∀D1, D2 ∈ D, we have D1 ⊕D2  D1.
Proof. From Lemma C.1, D1 ⊕D2  D1 ⊕D⊥ = D1.
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